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ABSTRACT

APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR MAP
ESTIMATION TO DISTRIBUTED CONSTRAINT
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
SEPTEMBER 2015
YOONHEUI KIM
B.S., SEOUL NATIONAL
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ph.D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Victor Lesser

The problem of efficiently finding near-optimal decisions in multi-agent systems
has become increasingly important because of the growing number of multi-agent
applications with large numbers of agents operating in real-world environments. In
these systems, agents are often subject to tight resource constraints and agents have
only local views. When agents have non-global constraints, each of which is independent, the problem can be formalized as a distributed constraint optimization problem
(DCOP). The DCOP is closely associated with the problem of inference on graphical models. Many approaches from inference literature have been adopted to solve
DCOPs. We focus on the Max-Sum algorithm and the Action-GDL algorithm that
are DCOP variants of the popular inference algorithm called the Max-Product algorithm and the Belief Propagation algorithm respectively. The Max-Sum algorithm
iv

and the Action-GDL algorithm are well-suited for multi-agent systems because it is
distributed by nature and requires less communication than most DCOP algorithms.
However, the resource requirements of these algorithms are still high for some multiagent domains and various aspects of the algorithms have not been well studied for
use in general multi-agent settings.
This thesis is concerned with a variety of issues of applying the Max-Sum algorithms and the Action-GDL algorithm to general multi-agent settings. We develop a
hybrid algorithm of ADOPT and Action-GDL in order to overcome the communication complexity of DCOPs. Secondly, we extend the Max-Sum algorithm to operate
more efficiently in more general multi-agent settings in which computational complexity is high. We provide an algorithm that has a lower expected computational
complexity for DCOPs even with n-ary constraints. Finally, In most DCOP literature, a one-to-one mapping between a variable and an agent is assumed. However, in
real applications, many-to-one mappings are prevalent and can also be beneficial in
terms of communication and hardware cost in situations where agents are acting as
independent computing units. We consider how to exploit such mapping in order to
increase efficiency.

v
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
In cooperative multi-agent systems, agents make local decisions that attempt

to maximize the overall performance of the system subject to certain constraints
and limitations. The decisions that agents make based solely on their local views
are often suboptimal for many applications. Thus, coordination among agents is
crucial to arrive at optimal decisions or near-optimal decisions. This coordination
problem has been of primary concern to the multi-agent system field since its inception [1, 2]. There has been a vast body of literature that has focused on developing
algorithms which generate strategies where multiple agents act together towards a
common objective. Of late, many researchers are framing this coordination problem
as a distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) in which there are multiple
relations among agents and each relation is independent of each other and involves a
number of agents [3].
Distributed constraint optimization has been a popular approach among a wide
group of researchers due to its straightforward representation as a graphical model
and the abundant literature on inference on graphical models that can be applied to it.
A DCOP consists of variables, the constraint functions among the variables, and the
agents who own a subset of variables. The goal of the DCOP is to find a set of variable
values (decisions) that maximizes the sum of the constraint functions. DCOP have
been successfully applied to distributed task allocation [4], sensor coordination [5, 6],
and coalition formation [7]. However, distributed constraint optimization is NP1

hard [3], and the computational complexity and the communication overhead required
by many complete algorithms make them unusable for real world systems [8, 9]. Thus,
our emphasis in this thesis will be on complete and approximate distributed constraint
optimization algorithms that use much less resources than traditional approaches.
Formally, a DCOP can be defined as a tuple hA, X, D, Fi.
• A = {A1 , . . . , Ak } is a set of agents,
• A set of variables X = {X1 , . . . , Xr }, where each variable has a finite domain
(maximum size N ) of possible values that it can be assigned.
• D = {D1 , . . . , Dr }, where a variable Xi can take a value xi in the domain Di ,
• A set of constraint functions F = (F1 , . . . , Fk ), where each constraint function,
Fj : Xj → <, takes as input any setting of the variables Xj ⊆ X and provides a
real valued utility.

A
C
B

D

A

A
C

(b) Constraint Graph

F4

C

F2

B

B
(a) Area Map

D

F1

D

F3

(c) Factor Graph Representation

Figure 1.1: Graph Coloring Example and Two constraint graph representation

In a DCOP, we assume that each agent exclusively owns one or more variables and
determines the value assignment on its owned variables. An agent only knows about
the constraint functions associated with its variables. The DCOP problem can be
represented using a constraint network as shown in Figure 1.1, where there is a node
corresponding to each variable Xi . There is an edge (hyper-edge) for each constraint
Fj that connects all the variables that are involved in the function Fj . In the graph

2

coloring example where adjacent areas are supposed to be in different colors, each
area is represented as a node and the node can take a color as its value. Because two
adjacent areas have a constraint to be colored differently, the nodes that represent
these areas are connected by an edge. In the factor graph notation, constraints are
represented explicitly as nodes called factor nodes and are shown as black squares in
Figure 1.1(c).
The objective in the DCOP is to find the complete variable configuration x that
P
maximizes j Fj (xj ). This problem is equivalent to a special subclass of the well
studied problem of MAP estimation in graphical models [10]. DCOP finds the agents’
action choices given the current constraint relations on variables whereas MAP estimation problem finds the variable assignment that is most likely given the observation. In other words, DCOP is equivalent to a distributed MAP estimation where
no observation is given. Due to these similarities, several message-passing algorithms
for MAP estimation such as Max-Product [11] have been adapted to DCOPs. The
examples include the Max-Sum algorithm [12] and the Action-GDL algorithm [13].
However, these algorithms are not practical for some DCOP domains due to their
high computational and communication complexity. Moreover, DCOP is designed
for a distributed environment where each variable is owned by an agent and these
adapted algorithms do not exploit these domain characteristics, which leaves room for
improvement. Since MAP estimation has been an active research fields for various
type of problems, there have been many techniques developed for various environments and adopting these techniques to DCOP seems a natural step to improve
DCOP algorithms. However, the MAP estimation algorithms using message passing
are not directly applicable to these environment without modifications for two reasons. First, even though these MAP estimation algorithms using message passing can
be easily transformed into a DCOP algorithm, this converted algorithm may require
a large number of messages or large-sized messages making them not applicable for

3

real distributed applications with low communication bandwidth. Secondly, MAP
estimation algorithms are designed for a repeated usage given a single fixed model
and different observations, whereas in DCOP, the model is constructed to be solved
once given the relations on variables. Therefore, preprocessing techniques that are
applied offline cannot be directly applied to the DCOP algorithms.
In summary, this thesis studies the issues that arise when we adapt inference
techniques to resource-constrained multi-agent domains. Our goal is to improve the
efficiency of inference-based DCOP algorithms by exploiting the different characteristics of multi-agent domains and the different problem structures in the domains.
Specifically this thesis investigates the following questions using the Max-Sum algorithm and the Action-GDL algorithm as prototypical examples:
• How can the most important information be selected to minimize communication
for DCOPs in environments with scarce communication resources?
• How can the offline preprocessing step in inference algorithms be avoided in the
algorithms for one-shot DCOP problems?
• How can the situation where agents manage multiple variables be exploited in
terms of reducing communication and computation resources needed to solve
DCOP?

1.2

Action-GDL and Max-Sum and MAP estimation

Max-Sum [12] and Action-GDL[13] are message-passing DCOP algorithms belonging to the class known as Generalized Distributive Law (GDL) [14]. Max-Sum and
Action-GDL are simple variations of the Max-Product algorithm where the global
utility function is maximized.
Action-GDL produces the optimal solution for any graph. Action-GDL performs
message-passing on the tree structure [15] corresponding to the DCOP problem. In
this graph, cliques which contain a set of variables are associated with constraint
4

functions. The algorithm consists of two phases, utility propagation and value propagation. The utility message µij from clique i to clique j :
X


µij (sij ) = max F (xi ) +
µk→i (sik ) ,
sij

(1.1)

k∈Cch

where sij contains the variables that exists in both clique i and j, and xi contains
variables in clique i, and Cch contains the child cliques of clique i. This algorithm produces an optimal solution but requires messages with exponential size, thus limiting
its applicability to real distributed domains.
Max-Sum produces the optimal solution in an acyclic graph or a good approximate solution in a cyclic graph [11]. The Max-Sum algorithm iteratively performs
message-passing on the factor graph [16] corresponding to the DCOP problem. In
this graph, there is a variable node for each variable and there is a factor node for
each constraint function. A function node is connected to a variable node if the corresponding constraint function contains that variable in its domain. The messages
exchanged in Max-Sum are of two types:
The message qi→j from Variable i to Function j :

qi→j (xi ) = αij +

X

rk→i (xi )

(1.2)

k∈Mi \j

αij is a scalar set such that

P

xi

qi→j (xi ) = 0, and Mi contains the indices of

function nodes connected to variable node i.
The message rj→i from Function j to Variable i:
X


rj→i (xi ) = max Fj (xj ) +
qk→j (xk ) ,
xj \i

(1.3)

k∈Nj \i

where Nj contains the indices of variable nodes connected to the function node j in
the factor graph.
The objective of Maximum a posteriori estimation is to find the values of variables
that maximize the sum of the node and edge potentials. In junction tree algorithm
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and loopy belief propagation, algorithms that solve MAP estimation, on a pairwise
graphical model, computing a message mA→B between two neighboring cliques A =
(i, j) and B = (i, k) is equivalent in complexity to solving

mA→B (yi ) = Ψi (yi ) + max[Ψj (yj ) + Φi,j (yi , yj )],
yj | {z }
| {z }
va

(1.4)

vb

where Φi,j (yi , yj ) is the edge potential and Ψi (yi ) is the sum of node potential Φ(yi |xi )
and any first-order messages over yi , that is, the sum of the values only related to yi
given the observation xi (similarly for Ψj (yj )).
For a DCOP, the values of node potential and value potential in the equation 1.2,
are fixed given the values of yi and yj because no observation is considered in DCOP
and therefore, Max-Sum and Action-GDL are solving a distributed MAP estimation
where no observation is given or assumed.

1.3

Motivating Examples

In order to motivate the thesis from a practical perspective, this section describes
two examples of application domains where the techniques developed in this thesis
will be evaluated.
1.3.1

Meteorological Command and Control

NetRad detects and predicts hazardous weather phenomena using a network of
radars to sense the atmosphere [17]. The goal of NetRad is to detect a tornado
within 60 seconds of formation and to closely track its centroid. Netrad consists of a
dense network of small adaptive radars, where radars’ scanning ranges overlap. The
radars collaborate with each other to sense the same volume of the atmosphere as
some measurements on weather phenomena can only be performed using multiple
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Figure 1.2: A result of radars’ scan in the NetRad system

radars [17] or to avoid redundant scanning at the same volume by multiple radars
where it is not needed.
A network of meteorological Command and Control (MC&C) [18] agents are the
main controlling components of NetRad. Each MC&C is responsible for controlling
one or more radars. The MC&C agent ingests data from its associated radars, identifies meteorological features in this data, reports important features to end-users, and
determines each radar’s future scan strategy based on detected features and end-user
requirements. The MC&C agent dynamically schedules the radars in order to adjust
to the weather phenomena at each moment and to meet changing end-user requirements. The system works on a cycle of 60 seconds and in each cycle, the system
gathers and processes the sensed data and schedules the radars for the next cycle.
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The system requires careful planning to get the maximum coverage on the weather
phenomena for several reasons. First, each cycle is too short to cover the full range
of each radar, and the radars are able to scan only a limited spatial volume at each
cycle. Second, there are pinpointing tasks that require the coordinated scanning by
multiple radars of the same region and they produce zero utilities if the requirements
on the number of concurrently scanning radars are not met. Third, each phenomenon
has a different degree of importance (for example, storms and tornadoes have higher
priorities than other phenomena), thus each has a different maximum total utility.
This application domain can be formulated as a DCOP in the following way:
the radars are mapped to variables, an MCC to an agent, and a phenomenon to a
constraint. The domain of a variable is the corresponding radar’s possible scanning
strategies; for a discrete domain, scanning strategies are limited to those that contain
more than one phenomena. A constraint function associated with a phenomenon
is defined over the variables associated with the radars in whose range is the phenomenon. The value of the constraint functions are determined by the quality of the
scans of the associated radars. The objective of this problem is defined as finding the
radar scan strategy that maximizes the sum of utility functions for all phenomena in
the system [5].
More formally, the goal of the system is to find a radar scan strategy r1 , . . . , rn
which maximize the sum U of the utilities for all phenomena and represented as,

U=

X
j

uj (rpj ) × wj

(1.5)

where uj denotes the utility for phenomena pj . For each phenomena pj , the weight
wj is a constant determined by the requested user or the weather pattern and rpj
denotes the scanning policy of radars which have phenomena pj in range. The local
utility function uj works as a constraint function with parameter rpj . Since these
variables have finite domains and constraints, the radar scheduling problem can be
8

modeled naturally as a distributed constraint optimization problem with local functions involving subsets of variables.
The constraint graph in the radar domain has a special structure common in multiagent domains where variables and constraints represent physical entities. In the radar
domain, the scanning range of each radar is finite, and only spatially closely located
radars can scan a shared location. Therefore, a constraint created for each phenomena is connected to a finite number of variables and the combination of variables
that a constraint can connect to is limited to sets of variables that share scannable
locations. Also, this domain can be easily extended to more complex domain such
as one involving n-ary constraints, which this thesis addresses. In the dense network
of radars, a phenomenon that can be scanned by two or more radars forms an n-ary
constraint.
In this domain, a weather phenomena may span across radar ranges of multiple MC&Cs. Coordination between multiple MC&C requires communication which
is costly. However, communication for coordination among radars within a single
MC&C has no cost.
1.3.2

Sensor Network

The second application domain we consider is a sensor network domain in [19],
where sensors are coordinated in order to make observations. The sensors are located
on each side of the corridors with a certain interval as shown in Figure 1.3(a) where
green circles denote sensors along the corridor. Sensors on all four corners of one
location must be focused on this location for them to sense objects in it. The sensors
determine the direction to focus at a given time in order to coordinate observation
with highest rewards. It is a specialized case of DiMES framework (Distributed
Multi-Event Scheduling). DiMES is a framework to model the problems occurring in
real-world domains involving joint activities.
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In the DiMES framework, a set of resources R is assigned to an event set E. Time
domain is represented as time interval as [Tearliest + (t − 1)δ, Tearliest + tδ] where δ is
the duration of each time slot. We assume equal-length time slots without a loss of
generality. A k-th event E k is characterized with three elements,(Ak , Lk , V k ), the
set of resources, the number of contiguous time slots for which the resources Ak are
needed, and the value vector which describes the heterogeneous importance of an
event to the resources respectively. Vnk is an element of V k which denotes the value
per time slot to the n-th resource for scheduling event E k . We assume that a resource
cannot schedule two events simultaneously and the value of scheduling an event is
independent of the time the event is assigned.
A schedule S is defined as a mapping from the event set to the time domain. We
assume the event is not disjoint, i.e., event E k must be scheduled in Lk contiguous
slots. The event is scheduled when all resources in Ak agree to assign the time slots to
event E k . A schedule is conflicted if two events with at least one common resource are
scheduled in a manner such that assigned time slots overlap. The utility of a resource
is the sum of the values from scheduled events. The DiMES problem is NP-hard.
Three DCOP formulations with binary constraints have been suggested in [19]
for DiMES problem: time slots as variables (TSAV), events as variables (EAV), and
private events as variables (PEAV). We describe the two commonly used formulations
EAV and PEAV among them. In these formulations, the variables in DCOP are
defined for each event and each variable can take on a valid starting time slot so that
the starting time is early so that the remaining time is enough for the event to finish.
PEAV formulation is identical to EAV except that valuation information for each
resource is only known to agents representing the resource’s interests. This privacy
requirement leads to additional variables that represents each resource. Conserving
privacy is represented as internal links within variables pertaining to the specific
resource and the valuation information is only on these internal links.
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(a) Sensor Network Scenario

(b) EAV formulation

S1

E1

S2

E2

E3

E4

S1

S2

(c) PEAV formulation

Figure 1.3: Sensor Network example and two constraint graph representations for
EAV and PEAV formulations
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In this thesis, the sensor network domain is formulated with PEAV formulation
where variables are represented as an observation of each location. Each constraint
is formulated between locations constraining that two adjacent locations cannot be
observed at a time; thus, the domain of each variable is possible time slots plus a null
value that denotes the event is not scheduled. Because each observation is assumed
to be made in one time slot, the constraint of consecutive assignment does not exist.
The Figure 1.3(b) shows a constraint graph of EAV formulation resulted from the
scenario in Figure 1.3(a). There exists 10 sensors at each vertex of squares along the
corridors. There are 4 locations that needs to be observed. A constraint function is
created for each pair of the locations that use the same resource and this constraint
function describes a condition that the value of these two variables cannot be identical.
For example, a constraint is created between the two adjacent locations as shown in
Figure 1.3(b) because the sensors needed for observation on these locations partially
overlap. The constraint function is defined such that a penalty is charged if the two
variables have the same value, i.e. the observations at the adjacent locations happens
at the same time. Taking this example to PEAV adds variables for each sensors in
order to have the valuation information for each observation on the internal links only.
Figure 1.3(c) shows this more complicated constraint graph with sensor variables.
The connection between sensor variables to the event variables are represented as the
connection between dotted circles and the event variable for simplicity. In addition,
sensor variables S1 and S2 are drawn twice for simplicity as well. These examples
based on DiMES framework create a moderate sized DCOPs that can be solved using
exact DCOP solvers.

1.4

Optimizing Message Passing Algorithms for DCOPs

In the next three subsections, we briefly outline the research that we have completed as part of the thesis.
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1.4.1

Applying Inference Technique to Reduce Communication Overhead
of DCOP

We start with problems that arise when we apply inference techniques to DCOP
environments with constrained communication resources. DCOP algorithms can be
categorized into inference-based and search-based algorithms. Action-GDL [13] and
ADOPT [3] are some of the most well-known exact algorithms for each category.
Search-based algorithms are efficient in that the search can be terminated without
searching the full space whereas, inference-based algorithms can reduce the number
of messages by sending the aggregated utility. However, the message size of ActionGDL is exponential whereas the number of messages are exponential in ADOPT and
a framework that have a reasonable size messages and number of messages is desired.
The search space for graphical models [20] is constructed using independence
relations in the models to efficiently search the solution space. Therefore, we develop
a similar approach that captures benefits from both Action-GDL and ADOPT. We
extend the AND/OR search space by Dechter et al[20] that exploits independencies
encoded by the graphical model. An AND/OR search tree is a search space with
additive AND nodes whose subtrees denote disjoint search spaces under different
variables in addition to OR nodes in traditional search trees whose subtrees denote
disjoint search spaces under values of variables. By using these independencies, the
technique reduces the size of search space from O(exp(n)) to O(n · exp(m)), where
m is the depth of the pseudo-tree [21] and n is the number of variables. DCOP
algorithms such as ADOPT [3] and BnB-ADOPT [22] can be viewed as distributed
search algorithms on this AND/OR search space.
However, on the search space used with ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT, functions
are evaluated only when their scope is fully assigned along the path. The search
backtracks to evaluate different variable assignment which occurs among the domain
of a single variable at each level. This complete decentralization in value selection
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in the distributed setting results in an exponential number of messages in ADOPT.
In [23], we introduce AND/OR search graph on a junction tree where each level is
associated with each clique in the junction tree in a DCOP (See Fig. 2), consequently
yielding a more compact search graph with a lower number of nodes. By using the
fact that communication complexity is far greater concern in the domain, we provide a
scheme to generate heuristic functions to perform efficient search on this search space.
This work was published in AAAI 2014 [23] and will be described in Chapter 3.
1.4.2

Applying Inference Technique to Reduce Computational Burden in
DCOPs

We also address the computational complexity of DCOPs for n-ary DCOPs. Since
the inception of work on DCOPs in the multi-agent community, most research has
focused on developing the algorithms for the simplest form of DCOPs with binary constraints. Although this is a representative class of the problems, various environments
which can straightforwardly adopt DCOP formalism cannot be easily represented in
this class and extra modeling effort is required. Both example domains described
in Chapter 1.3 need n-ary constraints. Although the DCOP with n-ary constraints
can be translated into binary constraints, the translation introduces extra variables
and an exponential number of constraints and makes the model unnecessarily complex. Also, this translation step, which differs for each domain, is a burden to the
system designer who tries to efficiently model the problem structure. Additionally it
simplifies the constraint graph structure which can save communication
However, computing on these n-ary constraints requires exponential time and lowering the computational burden on these constraints is essential in using these models.
We applied recent work by McAuley et al [24] that uses order statistics of variable configuration and reduces the computational complexity of the task to find the maximum
sum of variable values as given in Equation 1.2. Faster maximization computation
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was achieved through the offline presorting of the values of local functions based on
different variable configurations. By filtering variable configurations that cannot lead
to the maximum value, a lower expected complexity is achieved given independence
assumptions about the data. Because the objective of the DCOP is to find a set of
agents’ actions that maximizes the sum of constraint functions, any DCOP algorithm
requires the same operation on each node that finds the variable configuration that
maximizes the sum of multiple constraint functions.
However, the application of inference techniques to these extended DCOPs is not
straightforward because the settings of inference techniques are different from those
of multi-agent domains. The computation is done centrally and there is no notion
of communication cost. Also, the inference techniques often assume repeated use of
the constructed graphical models, which then enables the use of preprocessing steps.
Thus, applying these approaches to DCOP environments requires significant extension and modification of inference algorithms. The technique by McAuley et al [24]
requires computationally expensive preprocessing which is not feasible in DCOP domains where each model is used only once. Therefore, we provided a modified maximization operator that does not require significant preprocessing and still obtains
lower expected complexity than that of the Max-Sum algorithm. We also provide a
correlation measure which can be used to selectively apply the scheme relaxing the
order statistics independence assumption given in the McAuley’s scheme. We experimentally show the advantage of the approach over the standard Max-Sum algorithm.
This work was published in AAMAS 2013 [25] and will be described in Chapter 4
1.4.3

Exploiting the Mapping of Agents and Variables

Finally, We address issues regarding agents in multi-agent domains where agents
are associated with real hardware. Agents in DCOPs in real distributed applications
are individual physical entities with computing units. Consequently, communication
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among these agents entails cost. In the system, these agents form a management layer
that controls the value of nodes, computes the solutions, and exchanges messages
produced during the management process. Thus, the computation within agents is
serialized, whereas the computation of agents runs concurrently. Often, in the DCOP
literature, a one-to-one mapping between a variable and an agent is assumed for
simplicity. However, this one-to-one mapping introduces a communication cost for
each message between the nodes and is not beneficial in environments with scarce
communication resources. Also, having as many agents as the number of variables
increases the hardware cost in the system.1 Therefore, we consider domains where one
agent manages more than one node. This one-to-many mapping brings up interesting
questions. Among many, we question how to modify a DCOP algorithm to exploit
such a one-to-many mapping to save resources.
In Chapter 5, we studied the problem of exploiting such a mapping. The agents
and variables form a partially centralized structure as the agents manages multiple
variables in the system. This research resulted in two modifications to the Max-Sum
algorithm that exploit the partial centralization imposed by the hardware structure
that significantly reduces communication overhead. We developed a variant of the
Max-Sum algorithm which starts with a pre-computed policy computed using information on variables within the single agent. Also, we provide a message passing
schedule for the Max-Sum algorithm where agents process the local information aggressively before sending out the resulting messages to other agents. We show experimentally these modifications significantly improve the communication and computa1

We assume that a processor contains one agent and this is commonly assumed in multi-agent
systems because we consider an agent an autonomous entity that can reason independent of other
agents. Although there can be a different model that multiple agents map to a single processor, then
our question would be to generate an efficient mapping between each processor to the nodes contained
in the single processor. In that case, agents are processes and multiple processes are assigned to a
single processor. Because the communication among processors are significantly costlier than the
communication across processes in a single processor, the mapping from nodes to processors needs
to be considered.
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tional performance of the Max-Sum algorithm in NetRad radar domain. This work
was published in IAT-2010 [5].

1.5

Contributions

The work described in this thesis makes important contributions to the state of
the art in the algorithms for DCOP. We improve the efficiency and extend the applicability to more complicated settings of DCOP algorithms, the Max-Sum algorithm and
Action-GDL algorithm. The existing contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:
• We built a search space that requires much less messages than ADOPT by using
junction tree structure unlike the search structure in ADOPT. Also, we develop
a two phase search algorithm, which we call DJAO, that constructs a heuristic
function using filtering technique for an efficient search on the constructed search
space. This algorithm significantly reduces communication overhead without losing any accuracy by avoiding sending all required information as in Action-GDL.
This is the first work that combines features of ADOPT and Action-GDL for
DCOPs. Because DJAO is a search algorithm, the search can be prematurely
terminated within a fixed error bound if desired leading to further reduction in
communication.
• We extend the technique that reduces the expected complexity of the operation
to find the maximum sum to n-ary DCOP. Also, we provide a correlation measure
to determine dynamically the appropriate cases to apply the technique since its
efficiency is sensitive to characteristics of the data sets. There is no existing work
on lowering the computational difficulty in solving n-ary DCOPs.
• We present a novel message-passing schedule for the Max-Sum algorithm in domains where multiple variables map to a single agent. This technique facilitates
effective problem solving through the use of a locally generated pre-computed
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policy and two phase propagation on the Max-Sum algorithm and saves communication and computational resources. To the best of our knowledge, this work is
the first research that exploits many variables to one agent mapping given by the
hardware structure to efficiently solve DCOPs.

1.6

Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is structured in the following manner: In Chapter
2, we discuss related research on distributed constraint optimization, including both
complete and approximate algorithms. Subsequently, in Chapter 3, we develop an
algorithm that combines ADOPT and Action-GDL and provide a scheme to generate
heuristics which reduces communication overhead for this algorithm. Next, in Chapter
4, we provide an algorithm that reduce computational burden for n-ary DCOPs. After
that, in Chapter 5, we present various techniques that exploits partial centralization
imposed by the hardware. We finally summarize the contributions in this thesis and
outline future directions in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW ON DCOP ALGORITHMS

A DCOP is a non-linear optimization problem which involves multiple agents. It
is NP-hard [3], thus computationally intensive. There is a communication overhead
because the solution is computed in a distributed manner by multiple agents. Because
the application domains of the DCOPs are often resource-constrained, there has been
extensive research on developing more efficient exact and approximate algorithms.
Our focus is on the Max-Sum algorithm, one of the most used approximate algorithms
for DCOP and Action-GDL algorithm, one of the best exact algorithms for DCOP.
Both approaches are belief-propagation-based algorithms among many. The MaxSum algorithm is applicable to general DCOPs and is known to produce reasonable
solutions for cyclic graphs with minimal communication. The Action-GDL algorithm
is an exact algorithm and is known to require only (2N ) messages where N is the
number of agents.
We review exact algorithms and approximate DCOP algorithms in this Chapter.
Typically, DCOP algorithms are classified into two categories, search-based algorithms and belief-propagation-based ones (or dynamic programming based). Many
search-based algorithms originated from constraint satisfaction algorithms whereas
belief-propagation based algorithms originated from inference algorithms for graphical models. Therefore, we first briefly overview these two categories of exact algorithms for DCOPs including Action-GDL and then present approximate algorithms
in both classes including the Max-Sum algorithm in the later section. Next, we focus
on the variants of the Max-Sum algorithm, one of which algorithms this thesis con-
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centrates on. Finally, we overview a new emerging class of algorithms using linear
and quadratic programming for DCOPs.

2.1

Exact Algorithms

The complete search algorithms distributedly search the solution space sufficiently
so that they can guarantee the optimality of the found solution. Firstly, we review
search-based algorithms and then belief-propagation based algorithms.
In the main loop of search-based algorithms, a search process is distributedly
conducted via messages. The search ends when the agents perceive that the total
utility cannot be improved by changing values of local variables.
In OptAPO [26], the search is conducted by multiple mediators which are dynamically selected among agents. Each mediator asynchronously conducts a centralized
branch and bound search on the constructed search tree with variables within its
scope and finds the optimal assignment of variables within the scope. A mediator
controls the values of the variables in its scope. When variables outside the scope
(external variables) are in a conflicting relation with the variables inside the scope
(internal variables) and this conflict cannot be resolved by changing the values of internal variables, conflicting external variables are added to the scope of the mediator.
The mediator then conducts another centralized branch and bound search within the
new scope and propagates new values of variables in the optimal assignment to other
nodes outside the scope. This local branch and bound search occurs until the termination increasing scope. The messages in OptAPO are exchanged to control this
mediation process until each agent finds that it cannot improve the solution. The
mediator receives the value assignment and the constraint functions of internal variables and, consequently, the maximum message size does not asymptotically exceed
the total constraint function size. The only significant computation is the branch
and bound search of the mediator. Because a mediator increases its scope until the
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optimal solution is found, the mediator might include all variables in his scope. The
mediator exploits the context of previous solution of smaller scope in this case so that
the search may quickly terminate; however, this whole process of repetition of checking local solutions and increasing the scope may become equivalent to a centralized
branch and bound search in the worst cases.
In ADOPT [3], the search occurs on trees constructed based on partial ordering
of variables. Each node participates in a distributed search process by exchanging
messages with its parent and children. Limited information is shared among the
nodes. Each message contains either values of the neighboring variables or overall
cost information of subtree such as an upper bound, a lower bound and a threshold.
Each node limits the search space of its subtree by setting its value to a locally optimal
value and the search backtracks whenever the bounds cannot be satisfied with the
current local values. The size of each message does not exceed O(N + D) where N
is the the variable domain size and D is the number of neighbors. The computation
required in the search process is the summation over the bounds received from the
neighbors and choosing a value assignment that maximizes the benefit over possible
values in its variable domain. Thus, the computation in each node is O(N + D) as
well. BnB-ADOPT [22] is a similar version with different search strategy. It uses
depth-first search rather than the best-first search of ADOPT and it uses much less
computational and communication resources than ADOPT for most DCOP domains.
However, the bottleneck of both algorithms is in the number of sent messages. These
algorithms work as if each step in the search process is conducted in a different node.
As a consequence, the number of messages becomes exponential in the number of
variable and the domain size of each variable.
There are also complete dynamic programming-based algorithms such as ActionGDL and DPOP, and they are analogous to the junction tree inference algorithm [27].
Action-GDL constructs a clique tree, DPOP a pseudo tree. They compute solutions
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based on received messages on the trees, utilizing dynamic programming. Each message represents a marginalized utility distribution over the domain of shared variables.
In both Action-GDL and DPOP, messages are delivered in two passes, one from leaf
nodes to the root node and the other from the root node to leaf nodes. Therefore, the
number of messages is linear in the number of variables. It is shown that a pseudo
tree that DPOP constructs during the execution is a particular junction tree among
many possible junction trees in Action-GDL [13]. The computational complexity and
the communication overhead is analogous to that of junction tree belief propagation
algorithm. The size of each message is exponential in the induced width of created
clique trees for action-GDL and in the maximum number of parents of any node plus
the children in the pseudo tree for DPOP. It has been shown that constructing a
clique tree with the minimum induced width is NP-hard [27]. The computational
complexity relates to the size of the clique node where each node goes through each
possible combination of variable values within the clique. Although the number of
messages of Action-GDL and DPOP is linear in the number of variables, the size of
messages can be exponential in the number of variables common in two neighboring
cliques. It is reported that the size of total messages can be as large as multi-gigabytes
for network of fewer than 100 variables [9].
ADOPT, Action-GDL and DPOP all require a tremendous amount of communication in order to guarantee optimality of their solutions. OptAPO is reported
to require less communication than the other approaches, however it still requires a
significant number of messages and it is reported that it conducts multiple mediation process when the network gets large and suffers scalability issue [28, 9]. Overall,
although the complete search algorithms produce optimal solutions, they in general
require too much communication and lack scalability for real practical applications
and therefore approaches are developed for reducing this overhead.
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There are algorithms that are variants of DPOP and Action-GDL algorithms.
These algorithms focus on reducing the communication overhead but not the computational effort. This is due to the fact that one of main challenges in exact beliefpropagation based algorithms such as DPOP and Action-GDL is the exponential
growth in message size with the linear increase of number of variables in cliques.
Some algorithms are developed in order to reduce the message size using function
filtering [29]. Function filtering produces a modified function which returns a predetermined value for the values that exceed a certain boundary value. Thus, the value
which equals this boundary value in the modified function are not transmitted, and
therefore reduces the size of messages in the next iteration. [29] performs multiple
iterations of DPOP with increasing message size and terminates when the computed
error bound is in an acceptable range.

[30] decomposes the constraint function

into lower-arity functions summarizing out a set of variables and the communication can be saved by transmitting these lower-arity constraint function values. These
approaches perform repetitive operations on the constraint functions thus they are
computationally more expensive than the original algorithms though saving communication resources. Additionally, PC-DPOP [28] reduces communication by limiting
communication up to a constant by partially centralizing the computation for a group
of nodes, which creates messages larger than the specified size in DPOP. It sends utility functions instead of messages limiting message sizes in these cases. However, the
message size cannot be smaller than the local constraint functions size and sending
constraint functions can be also costly in many domains.
Additionally, MB-DPOP [31] solves a DCOP for domains with a limited cache size.
The algorithm identifies cycle-cutset nodes whose values are instantiated throughout
the algorithm to limit the maximum cache size and perform a DPOP with fixed
contexts on cycle-cutset nodes. Although the algorithm limits the cache size, it
iterates over all instantiations. Therefore, the solution quality is the same with DPOP
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and the computational and communication overhead in this algorithm is at least
identical to the original DPOP.

2.2

Approximate Algorithms

Similarly to the optimal DCOP algorithms, approximate DCOP algorithms also
can be divided into search-based or belief-propagation based algorithms. Searchbased approximation algorithms conduct search on very limited solution subspaces.
In many algorithms, agents utilize the value information of a small subset of variables,
i.e. their direct neighbors to decide their variable values. In belief-propagation based
approximate algorithms, agents perform the utility distribution calculation given the
limited information on neighbors’ utility distribution. This utility information can be
inaccurate due to the cyclic graph structure in the algorithms such as the Max-Sum
algorithm. On these cyclic graphs, there exist multiple paths that utility information
can be delivered. Thus, some utility information is multiply counted, and leads to
inexact utility calculation. On the other hand, message contents can be summarized
for saving communication resource generating approximate solutions.
The search-based approximate algorithms find the best possible configuration of a
local group of nodes. Two of the most well-known approximate search algorithms
are Distributed Breakout algorithm (DBA) and Distributed Stochastic algorithm
(DSA) [32]. Both DBA and DSA originate from approximate algorithms for constraint
satisfaction problems and were modified into algorithms for constraint optimization
problems. In these algorithms, agents constantly update their variable values given
the configuration of direct neighbors until convergence without any quality guarantees.
In DBA, a node with the highest number of conflicts in the neighborhood receives
the highest priority and gets a chance to improve its value. The node decreases
its priority after changing its value or after finding out that it cannot improve the
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current solution. Other nodes with the next highest priority get a chance to change
at the next iteration. Agents will continue this operation until termination. At each
iteration, each node shares the priority information and the value of each variable.
Therefore, a fixed communication cost is incurred at each iteration. At each iteration,
the nodes with the highest priorities in the neighborhood are selected to perform a
computation to choose their variable values which yield the lowest number of conflicts
given the fixed values of neighborhood variables. Because DBA may not converge to
a solution and may run indefinitely, the algorithm runs either until the convergence
or a fixed number of iterations.
In DSA, each node changes the value stochastically when the cost can be improved.
DSA does not transmit priority information as in DBA. Thus, there is no communication in an iteration where a node does not exchange a value. As a consequence,
DSA often involves less communication than DBA. Like DBA, a node computes and
finds the best possible value assignment of its variables given the assignment of the
neighborhood variables.
In addition to DBA and DSA originated from approximate algorithms for DisCSP,
the approximate version of ADOPT with a quality bound has also been developed [3].
It is a slight variation of ADOPT in that it starts with an acceptable error bound.
In this variant, nodes allow an error within the bound and do not try to improve the
solution when the cost is in an acceptable range. Therefore, the search space where
the cost is within the given threshold is not explored. Even with this allowance,
the behavioral aspect of the algorithm remains similar and the algorithm still often
requires a significant number of messages and backtracks to parent nodes in the tree
many times when the cost exceeds the allowable range.
Another class of search-based approximate algorithms, which has attracted much
attention recently, is the DALO algorithm [33] which provides a quality guarantee
using conditions on optimality. The optimality analysis on the solutions of DALO
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can be constructed. It guarantees the quality of the solution q in proportion to the
quality of optimal solution q∗, that is q = αq∗. This optimality is achieved when
a fixed subset of variables cannot improve their solution by a single variable value
change within the group.
There are many different optimality notions which define different optimality conditions. The first optimality that provides a quality guarantee is k-optimality [34].
A solution that satisfies k-optimality has a property that the utility of the solution
cannot be improved by changing variables’ values in any k-sized neighborhood. A
k-sized neighborhood refers to any group of k variables that are connected to each
other through constraints. A quality bound is derived by considering the assignments
that 1) exactly k variable values are different from a k-optimal solution and 2) the
values of deviated variables from the k-optimal solution equals the variable value in
the globally optimal solution. Consequently, for these assignments, constraint functions yield the same values in k-optimal solution or optimal solution depending on
whether the associated variables are deviated or not. A relation between k-optimal
solution and optimal solution is derived using relations on constraint function values
on these assignments. Furthermore, on graphs where we can limit the assignments to
those that all deviated variables are connected through constraints, a tighter bound
can be achieved. The t-optimality [33] is a condition that provides the guarantee on
the solution quality for a locally optimal solution in variable groups which contain
all nodes within the distance of t. For example, t-optimality of t = 1 forms groups
of variables which contain all directly connected neighbors of each variable. As a
result, the size of each group can be arbitrarily large in t-optimality depending on
the connectivity. A star-shaped graph contains one group that includes all variables.
The last and the most recent optimality guarantee, C-optimality [35], combines these
two criteria and can handle both distance and region size optimality, thus subsumes
k- and t-optimality.
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The DALO algorithm finds the variable assignment that satisfies one of these
properties on variable values. The DALO algorithm is similar to OptAPO in that a
leader of groups controls the local search process in each neighborhood. In DALO,
the neighborhood does not change as in an earlier version of OptAPO [36] during the
algorithm and only guarantees the optimality within the neighborhood. In the main
loop of DALO, the algorithm first exchange all the constraint functions within the
defined neighborhoods and elects the leader of each neighborhood. Then, the leader
continues to centrally compute the optimal solution of its region repeatedly until a
local optima is achieved in all regions. Conflicts in variable values are resolved using
heuristics that gives priorities to certain leaders to ensure incremental improvement
of the solution. Communication happens when a node transfers its variable value
to the leaders of all neighborhoods that the node belongs to upon a value change
and a leader node sends control messages that prevents simultaneous variable value
change in the overlapped neighborhoods. Each leader centrally computes the best
variable assignment in the neighborhood assuming the fixed variable values outside
the neighborhood and change the variable values in the neighborhood to the values
that yield the best result. Thus, the computational complexity can be as high as the
total number of possible assignment of the variables in the neighborhood.
Although the solution quality bound is provided by these algorithms, in order to
gain a tight bound, a bigger neighborhood is needed. This requirement causes more
computation and communication because the computation for each neighborhood is
centralized. Moreover, these bounds are often loose. In [35], it was shown that
having almost entire graph-sized neighborhood (5 for a graph with 6 variables) only
produces

2
3

and

1
2

for C-optimality and t-optimality respectively. This means the

achieved solution is guaranteed to be greater than two third of the optimal solution
for C-optimality and a half for t-optimality respectively.
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Among belief-propagation based algorithms for DCOP, the Max-Sum algorithm [12]
is the DCOP variation of loopy belief propagation algorithm [37]. Loopy belief propagation algorithm is known as a fast and efficient algorithm for many inference problems in practice and so does Max-Sum have these performance characteristics in many
multi-agent domains [38, 6, 12, 7]. In the Max-Sum algorithm, a constraint function is
represented as a node called a function node. Variable nodes and function nodes form
bipartite graphs called factor graphs. The main routine of the algorithm is repetition
of computing messages and exchanging the messages between variable and function
nodes until values in the messages converge. Each message contains the possible maximum benefit for each value of the variable from the nodes’ local view. The Max-Sum
produces an optimal solution when the bipartite factor graph forms a tree. When a
factor graph has cycles, the optimality of the solution is not guaranteed, however it is
known to produce good solutions even with cycles [12, 5]. The size of these messages
equals the single variable domain size and the communication overhead is significantly
lower than other DCOP algorithms and thus suitable to many resource-constrained
applications in multi-agent fields. The function nodes find variables configurations
which maximize the constraint function values by iterating all possible combination
of variable values connected to these nodes. This procedure determines the computational complexity of the algorithm. Therefore, the computational complexity is higher
than the algorithms such as DBA and DSA where variables choose their value given
the fixed values of other variables, but much lower than the exact algorithms such
as Action-GDL and DPOP that reformulate the constraint graphs into a tree-like
structure.
BnB Max-Sum [6] was developed as a computationally more efficient variants of
Max-Sum. It performs a branch and bound search in function nodes to reduce the
computational complexity of the maximization operator. In each function node, a
search tree is constructed with variables associated with the constraint function. The
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search tree branches out with values of a variable at each level and on the tree a branch
and bound search is performed. Thus, each node may not need to go through all
possible combinations of variables and possibly reduce the computational complexity.
Because a branch and bound search process estimates the upper and lower bound of
a constraint function without instantiating the variable values located in the subtree,
constraint functions that can be evaluated only with a subset of variable values are
required. This requirement on the constraint function limits the application to many
realistic applications with constraint functions that cannot be evaluated with partial
variables assignment.
Fast Max-Sum [7] minimizes the size of the solution space of the constraint function significantly in the task allocation domain by reducing the domain size of the
variables. In the task allocation domain, the utility of a task is represented as a constraint function of agents’ actions. The domain of this function is each agent’s action
choices. With the underlying assumption that execution of one task does not affect
the utility for other tasks, from the perspective of task A, actions other than the
actions for task A can be summarized as ¬A, that is, not executing the task A. Thus,
all agents have only two action choices such as A and ¬A from task A’s perspective.
This property significantly reduces the possible number of action combination of multiple agents for each task. However, in some domains, the assumption that every task
and action are independent may not be feasible. If an action of an agent affects multiple tasks or different combination of multiple agents’ actions yield different results,
this technique cannot be applied. For example, in the Radar domain, scanning one
phenomenon may affect multiple variables associated with other phenomena when a
single radar’ scanning range includes those phenomena.
Bounded Max-Sum [8] provides a quality measure which measures the ratio of
the solution to the optimal solution. The algorithm modifies a DCOP by removing
arcs which produce cycles and then solves the modified problem with the resulting
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tree. When it removes each arc, it selects a specific arc that produces the minimal
distance from the original problem, thus minimizing the solution quality loss. By using
these computed loss from removing arcs, the algorithm computes the distance from
the original optimal solution. Although the problem is now solved on the tree, the
complexity of solving on the tree remains the same as the original constraint functions
are used. Also, there is overhead of selecting which arcs to remove. This step has the
same complexity with solving the original problem. Arc removal is a deterministic
process and there is no way to adjust the quality bound and the quality bound is
bound to a constraint graph. This bound can be only obtained after constructing the
tree structure from the resulting constraint graph of DCOPs.
Another variant of Max-Sum is Max-Sum-AD [39] with value propagation step
which operates in a tree-like structure by communicating in a pre-defined order. MaxSum-AD only sends messages to neighbors with a lower priority in one iteration, only
to the ones with a higher priority in another iteration. After the message propagation
step, the algorithm then propagates variable values in order for agents to select the
actual best given the neighboring variables’ actual values. Therefore, each agent does
not select a value that is most likely to maximize the utility as in the Max-Sum, but
a value that actually produces the computed utility.
Tractable higher order potentials [40, 41] are used to reduce the computational
complexity of binary Max-Sum where variables only take on two values. By using
these special types of constraint functions for the binary Max-Sum, the computation
of Max-Sum can be linear in the number of variables in function nodes instead of
exponential. For example, a constraint function that satisfies the one and only condition which takes on a value 1 only for one value assignment, the linear complexity
can be obtained because the one assignment that takes on the value 1 needs to be
identified and others automatically takes a value 0.
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Finally, the divide-and-coordinate approach [38] iteratively divides the search
space into segments (divide stage) and searches a solution within the subproblem
and then coordinates the solution among agents (coordinate stage). Because each
agent always solves problems in the context of each segment, the algorithms using
this approach do not give an optimal solution. However, the quality of solution for
subproblem is always an upper bound of the quality of equivalent subpart of global
solution. Therefore, the quality bound of a solution can be computed with the sum
of solutions of subproblems and the overall quality. DacSA algorithm [38] uses this
divide-and-coordinate approach. In the divide step in DacSA, each agent formulates and solves a subproblem as a linear program concerning its own variables with
associated constraints. Constraints on coordination across agents are specified as Lagrangian multipliers. In the coordinate step, the algorithm updates the coordination
parameters using the subgradient method.
DeQed [42] is another algorithm that is based on the divide-and-coordinate approach, thus is very similar to DacSa. However, DeQed uses a different encoding of
variables. In DeQed, a single variable in the linear program is a vector of D×1 dimension. Each variable is a vector that denotes which value the corresponding variable
takes in DCOP, i.e. the i-th value of this vector takes the value 1 if the corresponding
variable in DCOP takes the i-th value and all the rest take 0. This encoding produces
a corresponding quadratic program and solving the program is quite the same with
DacSa.
Additionally, message passing algorithms using linear programming and quadratic
programming for MAP estimation [43, 44] have been developed. Although these
are not DCOP algorithms, these have potentials for DCOP algorithms as they are
inherently distributed thus scalable and are able to provide bounds on the solution
by computing exact solutions of relaxed problems.
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2.3

Summary

There have been many algorithms developed to solve DCOPs in multi-agent domains. These algorithms can be categorized as search-based or belief-propagation
based algorithms depending on the information the messages transfer. Also, they
are categorized as exact methods or heuristic methods based on the exactness of the
solution. Because of the resource constraints in multi-agent domains, exact methods
require too much computation and communication resources and are generally not
appropriate for realistic applications. Therefore, there has been much efforts to reduce these resource requirements for both approximate and exact algorithms in these
domains.
Among the DCOP algorithms, the belief propagation based algorithms has shown
promising performance and interesting characteristics. The Action-GDL algorithm
is an exact algorithm which only requires a linear number of messages providing an
optimal solution. The Max-Sum algorithm produces good solutions in practice. There
has been an intensive research on belief propagation algorithms in machine learning
community and many approaches can be readily applied to DCOPs. For these reasons,
we have chosen the Max-Sum algorithm and the Action-GDL algorithm as the focus
of our thesis for trying to improve and extend it to more complex settings of DCOP
technology.
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CHAPTER 3
APPLYING INFERENCE TECHNIQUE TO REDUCE
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD OF DCOP

This chapter addresses exponential message size in exact algorithms such as ActionGDL and DPOP. It is the first algorithm that combines Action-GDL and ADOPT.
It requires much less communication than Action-GDL and DPOP in many domains.
Additionally, the algorithm has the anytime property that can be terminated given
the allowed error bound.

3.1

Background

The challenges in exact algorithms such as Action-GDL and DPOP lie in exponential message sizes in the induced width of the dual constraint graph. That is,
the size of a message between agents is exponential in the number of variables in the
separator of two neighboring cliques in the dual graph. This exponential message size
can be close to gigabytes for DCOP in realistic applications.
Many researchers have tried to overcome this communication complexity of ActionGDL and DPOP. Several variants of DPOP have been developed for reducing communication. [28] is a variation of DPOP where the computation is partially centralized
to avoid sending large messages. However, this approach may centralize a large part
of the problem solving. Because the potential function is known to only local agents,
potential function needs to be transferred, leading to additional communication. [45]
prunes the message size by removing violating configurations when there are hard
constraints. This approach exploits hard constraint in order to save communication.
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However, this approach does not apply to the domains without such constraints. [29]
uses the function filtering approach to reduce the communication overhead. A function filtering estimates the possible lower bound and filters all variable configurations
that lead to a smaller value. This approach sends unpruned Action-GDL messages
based on the computed lower bound. The search is implicit in that it constantly
constructs Action-GDL messages to update the bounds.
Our approach to this problem was to formulate a novel algorithm that uses search
to efficiently find a solution with low communication overhead; this algorithm, called
distributed junction tree AO search algorithm (DJAO), conducts a distributed search
on the AND/OR space built based on distributed junction trees [15]. DJAO operates
in two phases. In the first phase, heuristic upper and lower bounds for variable
value configurations are created using a bottom-up propagation scheme similar in
character to Action-GDL [13]. Except that instead of transmitting values for all
configurations, we transmit only the filtered upper and lower bounds of configuration
values. The next phase using these heuristics conducts an ADOPT-like [3, 22] search
on AND/OR search graph based on the junction tree, which we call AND/OR search
junction graph, to find a solution with desired precision. This two-phase strategy
reduces overall communication significantly.
3.1.1

AND/OR Search Tree and Context-minimal AND/OR Search Graph

AND/OR search space [46] is introduced to exploit independencies encoded by the
graphical model. AND/OR search tree is a search space with additive AND nodes
whose subtrees denote disjoint search spaces under different variables in addition to
OR nodes in traditional search trees whose subtrees denote disjoint search spaces
under values of variables. AND nodes decompose the search space in their subtrees
under Generalized Distributive Law framework [14]. It reduces the size of DCOP
search space from O(exp(n)) to O(n · exp(m)), where m is the depth of the pseudo-
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tree and n is the number of variables. In connection with DCOP, ADOPT [3] and
BnB-ADOPT [22] can be viewed as a distributed search algorithms on this AND/OR
search space.
Definition 1 (AND/OR search tree)
Given a COP instance P, its primal graph G and a pseudo-tree T of G, the associated
AND/OR search tree ST (P ) has alternating levels of OR nodes and AND nodes. The
OR nodes are labeled Xi and correspond to variables. The AND nodes are labeled
hXi , ai and correspond to value assignments in the domains of variables. The root of
the AND/OR search tree is an OR node, labeled with the root of T. The children of
an OR node Xi are AND nodes labeled with assignments hXi , ai, consistent along the
path from the root. The children of an AND node hXi , ai are OR nodes labeled with
the children of variable Xi in T. The path of a node n ∈ ST , denoted P athST (n), is
the path from the root of ST to n, and corresponds to a partial value assignment to
all variables along the path.
An example of AND/OR search tree is given in Fig. 3.1(a). Because AND nodes
decompose the problem into separate subproblems, variables in different subtrees of
an AND node n are considered independently given the value assignment along the
path to n. The arcs in ST are annotated by appropriate labels of the cost functions.
Definition 2 (label) The label l(Xi , hXi , ai) is defined as the sum of all the cost
functions values for which variable Xi is contained in their scope and whose scope is
fully assigned along the path from root to n.
Definition 3 (value) The value v(n) of a node n ∈ ST , is defined recursively as
follows: (i) if n = hXi , ai is a terminal AND node then v(n) = l(Xi , hXi , ai); (ii) if
P
n = hXi , ai is an internal AND node then v(n) = l(Xi , hXi , ai) + n0 ∈succ(n) v(n0 );
(iii) if n = Xi is an internal OR node then v(n) = maxn0 ∈succ(n) v(n0 ), where succ(n)
are the children of n in ST .
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In [20], AND/OR search graph shown in Fig. 3.1(c) was introduced to reduce
the size of the search tree in Fig 3.1(a) by merging two nodes that root identical
subtrees. Context-based merge operation is defined as merging nodes when two
AND nodes share same variable assignments on the ancestors of these nodes, that
have connections in G to these nodes or their descendants, or two OR nodes share
assignments on these nodes and ancestors of nodes, that have connections in G to
nodes’ descendants.
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Definition 4 (context minimal AND/OR graph) The AND/OR search graph
of G that is closed under context-based merge operator is called context minimal
AND/OR search graph.

3.1.2

Distributed Constraint Optimization and Junction-Tree

A distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) instance P = hA, X, D, Fi
is formally defined by the following parameters:
• A set of variables X = {X1 , . . . , Xr }, where each variable has a finite domain D
(maximum size N ) of possible values that it can be assigned.
• A set of constraint functions F = (F1 , . . . , Fk ), where each constraint function,
Fj : Xj → <, takes as input any setting of the variables Xj ⊆ X and provides a
real valued utility.
In DCOP, we assume that each variable xi is owned by an agent ai ∈ A and that
an agent only knows about the constraint functions in which it is involved. The DCOP
can be represented using a constraint network, where there is a node corresponding
to each variable xi and where there is an edge (hyper-edge) for each constraint Fj
that connects all variables that are involved in the function Fj .
The objective in the DCOP is to find the complete variable configuration x that
P
maximizes Fj ∈F Fi (xi ).
The dual constraint graph [21] is a transformation of a non-binary network into a
special type of binary network. It contains cliques (or c-variables) domains of which
ranges over all possible value combinations permitted by the corresponding constraint
functions, and shared variables in any two adjacent cliques have same values.
A junction tree (or join tree) [27] T is a subgraph of the dual graph which is a tree
and satisfies the condition that cliques associated with a variable x form a connected
subset of T . A Junction tree is represented as a tuple hX, C, S, Fi. where X is a set
of variables, C is a set of cliques, where each clique Ci is a subset of variables Ci ⊆ X;
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S is a set of separators, where each separator is an arc between two adjacent cliques
containing their intersection; and F is a set of potentials, where each potential in F
is assigned to each clique in C.
A distributed junction tree [15] decomposes a DCOP into a series of subproblems,
some of which can be solved in parallel. A subproblem represented as a clique ci ∈ C
can be solved independently given the local constraint functions fi ∈ F and the values
from neighbors on separator si ∈ S. Separators S specify which values will be used
in the neighboring cliques in order to compute the solution for its local subproblem.
3.1.3
3.1.3.1

DJAO(k)
First phase: heuristics generation

Preprocessing techniques to supply the search with heuristic values has successfully been used to enhance both centralized and decentralized search methods. [47, 48].
In this section we describe a scheme for generating initial heuristic estimates hU B and
hLB used in DJAO(k), based on a new function filtering technique, which we call
Soft Filtering, described here. [30, 29] used the Function Filtering technique [29] on
DCOPs to prune variable configurations of local nodes, that do not yield the optimal solution. We use the soft function filtering technique to generate heuristics that
maintains the tuples that potentially yield the optimal solution while summarizing
the rest with upper and lower bounds. Unlike the heuristics in [47, 48] which are
generated by solving lower complexity problems than the original, DJAO solves the
original problem and focuses on reducing communication by filtering tuples that are
unlikely to be part of the optimal solution.
The Soft Filtering technique used in DJAO summarizes constraint functions to
reduce communication required for transmitting such function. A simple difference
from Function Filtering is that the Soft Filtering technique provides summarized
lower and upper bounds on filtered configurations. Let the variable configuration
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S in message m be divided into two sets filtered configurations SF , and non-filtered
configurations SN F . Let U B be the upper bounds of values on variable configurations
and LB the lower bounds.
The values U Bm and LBm in the messages are filtered as follows.



U B(v)
if v ∈ SN F
U Bm (v) =


maxSF U B(v) if v ∈ SF
LBm is similarly defined with max replaced with min.
Example Consider a function F with 10 values, from 0 to 9 for the domain
v0 , . . . , v10 . Thus, F has LB and UB such that LB(vi ) = U B(vi ). The soft filtered
functions U Bm and LBm by 90% of F is U Bm (vi ) = 8, LBm (vi ) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 8,
U Bm (v9 ) = LBm (v9 ) = 9.
Filtered configurations are summarized as a filtered tuple with a single upper and
lower bounds, therefore reducing the number of items in each message from k2Sk to
2kSN F k + 2. The optimal strategy is guaranteed to remain in the search space as no
solution is completely dropped. This summarization builds a basis for the next phase
where an ADOPT-like search finds a solution within a desired accuracy. Among many
ways to select which items to filter, we select items in the bottom (100 − d)% of the
function range.
3.1.3.2

Second phase: search on AND/OR junction graph

On the pseudo-tree based search graph, functions are evaluated only when their
scope is fully assigned along the path. The search backtracks to evaluate different
variable assignment which occurs among the domain of a single variable at each level.
This complete decentralization in value selection in the distributed setting results
in the exponential number of messages in ADOPT. Instead, we introduce AND/OR
search graph on a junction tree where each level is associated with functions in a
DCOP (See Fig. 3.2), consequently yielding a more compact search graph with a
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lower number of nodes. This search graph is a context-minimal AND/OR search
graph upon construction.
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Figure 3.2: an AND/OR search graph based on a junction tree

Definition 5 (AND/OR search junction graph)
Given a DCOP instance P and its junction tree T , the associated AND/OR search
graph ST (P ) has alternating levels of OR nodes and AND nodes. The OR nodes are
labeled Ci:hSi , a, Ni i where a are variables assignments in the domains of variables in
separators Si whose value are propagated from ancestors and newly appeared variables
Ni in clique Ci . These OR nodes correspond to the cliques with partial assignment.
The AND nodes are labeled hSij , bi and correspond to value assignments in the domains of the separator between clique Ci and its child Cj . The root of the AND/OR
search graph is an OR node, labeled with the root of T. The children of an AND node
hSij , bi are OR nodes who is labeled with Cj:hSj , b, Nj i with the same assignment on
variables in separators.
Example Consider the graphical model in Fig. 3.1(b) describing a graph coloring
problem over domains {0,1}. An AND/OR search graph based on a possible pseudotree is given in Fig 3.1(c) and an AND/OR search junction graph in Fig 3.1(d) is
given in Fig. 3.2. Observe that the function evaluation on l({A, B}, a) occurs at the
expansion of nodes at level 3 in Fig. 3.1(c) instead of at level 1 in Fig. 3.2 generating
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unguided search until the third expansion. It also elongates the backtrack path leading
to an increase in the number of nodes needed to visit to evaluate a single function.
Theorem 1 Given a DCOP instance P and a junction tree T , its AND/OR search
graph is sound and complete. It contains all and only solutions.
[ Proof: By definition, all the arcs of ST (P ) are consistent. Also, by definition
of junction trees, ST (P ) contains at least one AND node that assigns values of each
variable. Therefore, the assignment that consists of labels of the AND nodes in
the solution graph is a solution of P . Also, by definition of the AND/OR tree,
every solution of P corresponds to a variables assignment in ST (P ). Finally, the
value v(n) of a variable assignment is derived by combination of arc values along the
corresponding AP T (n). By construction, each function of F contribute to one and
only one arc value on AP T (n) which matches the variable assignment. Therefore, it
yields the cost of a solution. 
Intuitively, the solution space in AND/OR search graph is identical to the junction
tree, thus it contains all and only solutions. Consequently, any search algorithm that
traverses the AND/OR search graph in a depth-first manner is guaranteed to have
a time complexity equal to the time complexity of Action-GDL [13] on the same
junction tree which is exponential in the tree width.
Theorem 2 The size of search tree has exactly same size as the total complexity of
junction tree as no subtree is redundant. The depth of the graph does not exceed the
number of agents.
The search result for its subtree is stored at each node, therefore no identical
subtree is explored twice and a value assignment on a cost function is never repeated.
The arcs in ST are annotated by appropriate labels of the cost functions. The nodes in
ST are associated with a value, accumulating the result of the computation resulted
from the subtree below. We define labels similar with one defined in Def. 3.
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Definition 6 label: The label l(Ci:hSi , a, Ni i, hSij , bi) of the arc from the OR node to
the AND node hSij , bi is defined as the cost function values contained in the clique
Ci whose scope is fully assigned with values from the parent OR node and and child
AND node.
The value of v(n) of a node n ∈ ST (P ) is computed in the same way as in Def. 3.
Likewise, the value of each node can be recursively computed from leaves to root. We
can show that:
Proposition 1 Given an AND/OR search graph ST (P ) of a DCOP instance, the
value function v(n) is the maximum cost solution to the subproblem rooted at n,
subject to the current variable instantiation along the path from root to n. If n is the
root of ST , then v(n) is the maximum cost solution to P.
[Proof: By construction, value of each AND node is deterministic given the child
nodes and the path P SG to the node. The value of each OR node is the maximum
value of its child nodes, thus unless value of its child nodes has suboptimal value,
it chooses the best value. By construction, every possible variable assignment is
examined in the subtree, thus the value function v(n) is the maximum cost function.
Intuitively, We verify the value of nodes are identical to the values produced
during the execution of Action-GDL. The value of an AND node is identical to the
value of corresponding assignments in the messages from the corresponding clique
of Action-GDL given the context along the search path to these nodes. Valuation
of OR nodes is combination of local utility functions and values of its child nodes
and corresponds to the maximum achievable value of variable assignments given the
variable assignments along the search path.
Proposition 2 AND/OR search junction graph ST (P ) is context-minimal upon construction
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The separators Si and Sij contain variables that build a context for each clique
and a single node is created for each value assignment in the separator, thus it is
context-minimal.
3.1.3.3

Search in distributed settings

Each agent in the system distributedly conducts its share of search for the nodes
on ST (P ) it owns. Agents are responsible for valuation of owned nodes and path
determination.
Definition 7 agent ownership: Each node in ST (P ) is owned by an agent. Agent Ai
owns all nodes associated with its own clique Ci : OR nodes Ci : hSi , a, Ni i and child
AND nodes of these are assigned to Ai .
For example, suppose clique AB, ABC and BD in Fig 3.1(d) are owned by agent
A1 , A2 , and A3 respectively. OR nodes of clique BD are C3 :hB, 0, Di, C3 :hB, 1, Di.
These nodes and child AND nodes of these are assigned to A3 .
Search procedure between nodes belonging to different agents incurs communication. When a child OR node Ci : hSi , a, Ni i is chosen for expansion, agent transmits
partial assignments a to an agent who owns the child nodes. Updated function values
are sent to the agent who owns the parent node on the search path when the search
backs up. Search paths that incur communication are displayed as dotted lines in
Fig. 3.2.
3.1.3.4

DJAO on AND/OR search junction graph

If each node n ∈ ST (P ) is assigned a heuristic lower-bound estimate LB(n) and
heuristic upper-bound estimate UP(n), then we can calculate the lower and upper
bound estimates of assignments and dominated search space can be pruned.
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3.1.3.5

Bounds on partial solution

Similarly to [46], a partially expanded search graph, denoted as P SG, contains
the root node, will have a frontier containing all the nodes that were generated but not
expanded. Each expansion of a leaf node of a PSG updates the lower and upper bound
estimates on AND/OR search graph. An active partial subtree AP T (n) rooted at a
node n ending at a tip node t contains the path between n and t, and all Or children
of AND nodes on the path. A dynamic heuristic function of a node n relative to the
current P SG given the initial heuristic functions hU B and hLB can be computed.
Definition 8 (Dynamic Lower and Upper Bound) Given an active partial tree
AP T (n), the dynamic heuristic estimate of upper and lower bound function, UB(n)
and LB(n), is defined recursively as follows: (i) if there is a single node n in AP T (n)
and is evaluated, then U B(n) = v(n) = LB(n) else if n is a single node in AP T
U B(n) = hU B (n) and LB(n) = hLB (n); (ii) n = hSij , bi is an AND node, having OR
children m1 , . . . , mk , and
label = l(Ci : hSi , a, Ni i, hSij , bi), then
U B(n) = min(hU B (n), label +

Pk

U B(mi ))

LB(n) = max(hLB (n), label +

Pk

LB(m)) ;

i=1

i=1

(iii) if n = Ci : hPi , a, Ni i where n is an OR node, having an AND child m, then
U B(n) = min(h(n), U B(m)) and LB(n) = max(h(n), LB(mi )).
Theorem 3 LB(n) is a lower bound on the optimal solution to the subproblem rooted
at n, namely LB(n) ≤ v(n), and also by definition LB(n) ≥ hLB (n). Also, U B(n) ≥
v(n) and U B(n) ≤ hLB (n).
Proof: We will prove by induction assuming the correctness of heuristics that v(n) ≤
hU B (n), v(n) ≥ hLB (n).
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Basis: At leaf nodes of AND/OR junction search graph, it is trivial that v(n) =
U B(n) = LB(n) as v(n) is computed using local constraints and does not involve any
heuristic function.
Induction step: At any AND node having OR children m1 , . . . , mk ,
v(n) = label +

P

i

v(mi ) ≤ label +

P

i

U B(mi ),

where v(mi ) ≤ U B(mi ).
v(n) ≤ min(hU B (n), label +

P

i

U B(mi )) = U B(n),

where v(n) ≤ hU B (n).
At any OR node having AND child m = argmaxi v(mi ),
v(n) = v(m) ≤ U B(m)
v(n) ≤ min(hU B (n), U B(m)) = U B(n).
LB(n) ≤ v(n) can be proved similarly. Therefore,
LB(n) ≤ v(n) ≤ U B(n).



Also, U B(n) and LB(n) provides tighter bounds than the initial heuristic functions.
Proposition 3 (Pruning rule) Given PSG, for any AND node n and its sibling
m, if U B(n) < LB(m) or U B(n) = LB(n) then subtree below n can be pruned.
3.1.3.6

DJAO(k)

We now set up a DJAO search on ST (P ) whose nodes are assigned to agents.
Starting from the root agent given the initial heuristic upper and lower bound functions hU B and hLB , the objective is to search one of the solution that satisfies the
termination condition while pruning dominated candidate solutions.
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Algorithm 1: DJAO(k)(1)
procedure Init()
wait ← 0

;

// number of waited messages

ki ← 0, kc ← 0
mb ← nil

;

;

// own and child’s k value

// OR node in par(ai ) to backtrack to

m∗ , m∗∗ ; // OR node with max, second max UB
nc ; // AND node context-compatible with mb
procedure RootRun()

Init();
UpdateM();
if (CheckTermination()) then

Send(TERMINATE) to
terminate;

∀c ∈ succ(ai );

end
ki ← U B(m∗ ) − max(U B(m∗∗ ) − k, LB(m∗ ));
wait ← ksucc(ai )k;

Send(VALUE,
loop forever

m∗ , ki );

while (message queue is not empty) do

pop msg off message queue;
When Received(msg);
if (CheckTermination()) then

Send(TERMINATE) to
terminate;

∀c ∈ succ(ai );

else if ( wait==0) then

UpdateM();
ki = U B(m∗ ) − max(U B(m∗∗ ) − k, LB(m∗ ));

Send(VALUE,

m∗ , ki )

to

∀c ∈ succ(ai );

end
procedure Run()

Init();
loop forever
while (message queue is not empty) do

pop msg off message queue;
When Received(msg);
if (Decide BackUp() && wait==0) then
Send(COST, mb , U B(mb ), LB(mb ))

to

par(ai )

else if (wait==0) then

UpdateM();
Send(VALUE,

m∗ , kc ),

to

∀c ∈ succ(ai )

end
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Algorithm 2: DJAO(k)(2)
procedure UpdateM()
m∗ = argmax U B(m),
∗∗

m

for m ∈ succ(nr );
= argmax U B(m), for m ∈ succ(nr ) \ m∗ ;

procedure When Received(COST, m, vU B , vLB )
wait ← wait − 1, U B(m) ← vU B , LB(m) ← vLB ;
U B 0 (n) ← U B(n),

where

n = par(m)

U B(n) ← max(U B(n), U B(m))

;

;

LB(n) ← max(LB(n), LB(m));
procedure When Received(VALUE, m, k)
ki ← k, mb ← m, wait ← ksucc(ai )k;
nc ← context − compatible(m),;
procedure Decide BackUp()
if (U B(nc ) − U B 0 (nc ) ≥ ki ) then

return true;
else
kc ← (ki − (U B(n) − U B 0 (n)))/ksucc(ai )k;

return false;
end
procedure When Received(TERMINATE)

Send(TERMINATE) to
terminate;

∀c ∈ succ(ai );

procedure Check Termination()
if ( U B(nr ) == LB(nr )) then

return true;
else if for ∀m ∈ succ(nr )\m∗ , U B(m) ≤ LB(m∗ ) then

return true;
return false;
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DJAO agents use three types of messages: VALUE, COST, and TERMINATE.
At the start, the root agent expands the OR nodes from its AND node and selects
the best branch in the subtree and sends VALUE messages containing variable values
on the chosen branch to its child nodes.
Upon receipt of a VALUE message, an agent evaluates whether the back-up condition is satisfied for the given value assignments b in the message. If the back-up
condition is satisfied, the agent backs up with updated values by sending a COST
message to its parent. Otherwise, it expands the OR nodes compatible with b and
selects the best branch and sends VALUE message to its children.
Upon receipt of COST message containing the updated lower and upper bounds
on the chosen expanded OR nodes from all child nodes, it recalculates the lower and
upper bounds of its AND node. It then re-evaluates the back-up condition for the
received VALUE message. Unless it satisfies the back-up condition, then the question
of which branch to select is re-examined and the agents sends another VALUE message
to its children. These steps are repeated until a termination condition in Prop 4 holds
for the root agent. It then sends a TERMINATE message to each of its children and
terminate. Upon receipt of a TERMINATE message, each agent does the same.
Proposition 4 Given an OR node n and AND nodes
m1 , . . . , mk at the root agent, DJAO(k) is terminated if UB and LB satisfies the
condition U B(n) = LB(n) or
∃i, U B(mj ) ≤ LB(mi ) for ∀j, i 6= j.
Each agent stores the lower and upper bounds of expanded nodes and updates
these values upon each COST message arrival. The memory requirement for each
agent does not exceed O(nd ) where n is the size of variable domain and d is the
induced width of the junction tree.
Among many different search strategies which determines the back-up condition
for solving COP and DCOP, best-first search and depth-first branch-and-bound search
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have been primarily studied [46, 49, 3, 22]. Best-first search always follows the best
item found and in the distributed setting whenever there is an update, agents propagate it to all ancestors whose best items may change. On the other hand, depth-first
search retains the current path until it is certainly dominated or the true value of
node v(n) is found. In [50], ADOP T (k) that provides a trade-off between these two
extremes, where the search keeps the current path until the distance between the best
solution on the current path and the best solution found so far becomes greater than
a given constant k.
Similarly, we developed DJAO(k), which subsumes both depth-first and bestfirst search strategy on AND/OR search junction graph. It performs depth-first
when k = ∞, best-first when k = , and a hybrid when  < k < ∞, where k is
the distance between the best found solution U B(m∗ ) and the next best solution
U B(m∗∗ ) found so far. Unlike ADOPT(k) which uses the best solutions based on
the subproblems provided by the node’s subtree, the search uses a measurement
that considers a more global perspective on the current best solution. The search
backtracks when U B(m∗ ) ≤ max(U B(m∗∗ ) − k, LB(m∗ )), which occurs as soon as
the best solution is dominated by the second best with the best-first strategy with
k = , and when the true value for m∗ is found (Thus, U B(m∗ ) = LB(m∗ ).) with the
depth-first strategy with k = ∞.
Algorithm 1 and 2 shows the pseudocode of DJAO(k), where ai is a generic agent,
par(ai ) its parent agent, succ(ai ) its set of child agents, par(n) the parent node of
the node n in the search graph, succ(n) the set of node n’s child nodes, and nr the
AND node of the root agent. The root agent runs RootRun() which contains search
initiation whereas all other agents runs Run(). The pseudo-code uses a predicate
context − compatible(m) to select a node whose variable value assignment matches
that of the node m.
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3.1.3.7

Approximate DJAO(k)

An approximate version of the algorithm can be obtained by relaxing the constraint on upper and lower bound gap similar to search-based DCOP algorithms [3,
51]. Approximate DJAO with an error bound e terminates when the solution contains
no more than error e such that that value of the found solution n is no worse than
v(n∗ ) − e, where n∗ is the optimal solution. The corresponding termination condition
is LB(n) ≥ U B(n) − e or ∃i, U B(mj ) ≤ LB(mi ) + e for ∀j, i 6= j. Also, the search
backtracks when U B(m∗ ) ≤ max(U B(m∗∗ ) − k, LB(m∗ ) + e).

3.2
3.2.1

An Example of DJAO
A Simple Example of DJAO

AB
BD
ABC

A B
0 0
f (A, B) : 0 1
1 0
1 1
A C
0 0
f (A, C) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

0
4
5
1
0
2
3
0

B D
0 0 0
f (B, D) : 0 1 1
1 0 4
1 1 2
B C
0 0 1
f (B, C) : 0 1 4
1 0 5
1 1 2

Figure 3.3: Example of junction tree and the constraint functions

On the junction tree in Figure 3.3, let there be three agents, A1 , A2 and A3 for the
cliques AB, ABC and BD respectively. The constraint function f (A, B) are assigned
to clique AB, f (A, C) and f (B, C) to clique ABC, f (B, D) to BD.
Phase 1:
The first phase starts by the agent A2 computing the local potential b by merging
f (A, C) and f (B, C) in the clique ABC as well as A3 (Figure 3.4).
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A
0
0
0
f (A, B, C) : 0
1
1
1
1

B
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

C
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

1
6
5
4
4
4
8
2

Figure 3.4: Merged constraint function in A2

Each agent who does not own the root node generates a filtered message once
they received from all the child agents (agents who own the child OR nodes). The
message from A2 and A3 to A1 in Action-GDL would be as shown in Figure 3.5.

MA3 →A1

B
: 0 1
1 4

MA2 →A1

A B
0 0
: 0 1
1 0
1 1

6
5
4
8

Figure 3.5: Messages in Action-GDL

Filtered messages are created and sent with the filtering rate l = 80. FS denotes
the filtered set of variable configurations. For the message MA2 →A1 , the function
range is 4(= 8 − 4), thus items with upper bound equal or less than (4+ 4*0.8) are
filtered except (A=1, B=1) as shown in Figure 3.6

MA3 →A1

B hLB
4
: 1
FS
1

hU B
4
1

MA2 →A1

A B
: 1 1
FS

hLB
8
4

hU B
8
6

Figure 3.6: Filtered Messages in DJAO
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Once messages received, A1 calculates potential b as the total sum of received
messages and local functions(Figure 3.7).
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A B
0 0
f (AB) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

LB
5
12
10
13

UB
7
14
12
13

Figure 3.7: The resulting function at A1 (root agent)

The second phase
A1 checks the termination condition on the possible solution with the highest
upper bound (A=0, B=1). Since LB(A=0, B=1) does not dominate U B(A=1, B=
1), the search starts. A1 computes the distance k1 between the maximum and the
second maximum upper bounds. The distance k1 = 14 − 13 = 1 The algorithm
backtracks to the source of upper and lower bound gap from received messages with
a target of reducing the upper bound by k1 . The search backtracks when the upper
bound decreases by equal or more than min(k, k1 ). The upper and lower bound gap
originates only from MA2 →A1 . Therefore, A1 sends a VALUE message with a variables
configuration (A=0, B =1) and min(k, k1 ) to A2 . A2 receives this VALUE message
and prepares a COST message as it is a leaf node. It then sends a COST message
LB(0, 1) = 5, U B(0, 1) = 5. Upon receipt of the COST message, the root updates its
table.
A B
0 0
f (A, B) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

LB
6
12
11
13

UB
7
12
12
13

Figure 3.8: Updated utility function at the root after the search
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Since the lower bound of (A, B) = (1, 1) dominates upper bounds of all other
configurations, the termination condition is satisfied and the search terminates.
3.2.2

A More Complicated Example of DJAO

We assume another agent A4 added to the problem which handles clique BDE. Let
there be additional potentials f (B, E) and f (D, E) as given in Fig. 3.9.

AB
BD
ABC
BDE

E
0
1
0
1

B
0
f (B, E) : 0
1
1

0
4
5
1

D E
0 0
f (D, E) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

0
4
1
2

Figure 3.9: Example of junction tree and the added constraint functions

The first phase:
Firstly, in addition to A2 , the agents A4 computes the local potential merging
f (B, E) and f (D, E).

f (B, D, E) :

B
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

D E
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

0
8
1
6
5
4
6
3

The function values are summarized in the OR node on the variables in the separators. A normal message and a filtered message with 80% filtering from A4 to A3
would be as follows.
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MA4 →A3 :

B D
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

8
6
5
6

B D hLB
8
MA4 →A3 : 0 0
FS
5

hU B
8
6

Figure 3.10: Messages from A4 to A3

This filtered message then merged to compute the local potentials for the agent
A3 as given in. 3.11.
B D
0 0
f 0 (B, D) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

hLB
8
6
9
7

hU B
8
7
10
8

Figure 3.11: Local function and messages combined for A3

A message from A3 to A1 before filtering M and after filtering M F changes to
Fig. 3.12. A1 receives all messages and combines with local functions as shown in
Fig. 3.13.
MA3 →A1

B
: 0
1

hLB
8
9

hU B
8
10

M FA3 →A1

B hLB
9
: 1
FS
8

hU B
10
8

Figure 3.12: Message before and after filtering from A3 to A1
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A B
0 0
f (AB) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

LB
12
17
17
18

UB
14
20
19
19

Figure 3.13: The resulting function at the root

The second phase
The second phase in which the search is conducted starts in the root checking the
termination condition for the item with the highest upper bound. The distance D1
between the maximum and the second maximum is 20 − 19 = 1. The source of upper
and lower bound gap originates from both messages, it backtracks to recover to both
A3 and A2 . The targeted change limit on the bound D1 /W = 1/2, where the W is
the number of child agents it backtracks and is 2 in the example. It sends a VALUE
message of (A=0, B=1) and (B=1) to A2 and A3 respectively.
When A3 receives this VALUE message, it checks the source of the bound gap.
It finds the gap originated from the received message ( and not from local filtering
in the process of message MA3 →A1 production ) and the upper bound cannot be
changed locally. It backtracks to recover 1/2 and sends a VALUE message to A4 .
The maximum value for the variable configuration (B=1) is enabled by (D=0), and
thus it sends a VALUE message of (B = 1, D = 0). A4 replies with a COST value
LB(1, 0) = 5, U B(1, 0) = 5. A3 updates the cost table based on this COST message
and returns a COST message LB(1) = 9, U B(1) = 9.
Upon receiving a VALUE message, A2 does the same for the previous example
and replies with a COST message LB(0, 1) = 5, U B(0, 1) = 5. The updated table at
the agent A1 is given in Fig. 3.14
Because there is no single variable configuration that dominates, the search continues and A1 sends A2 responsible for the gap a VALUE message of (A=1, B=0) and
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A B
0 0
f (AB) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

LB
12
18
17
18

UB
14
18
19
18

Figure 3.14: The resulting function at the root

receives a COST message LB(1, 0) = 4, U B(1, 0) = 4 in return. The updated cost
table of A1 is shown in Fig. 3.15.
A B
0 0
f (AB) : 0 1
1 0
1 1

LB
12
18
17
18

UB
14
18
17
18

Figure 3.15: The resulting function at the root

As a result, both (A = 0, B = 1) and (A = 1, B = 1) dominates and the search
terminates with existing upper and lower bound gap on the variable configuration
(A=0, B=0).

3.3

Empirical Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of DJAO search. For each experiment,
we report the communication costs, NCCCs(non-concurrent constraint check), and
solution quality for approximate solutions with respect to optimal solutions. We
used a DJAO that sends VALUE messages to at most 25 nodes when there are
ties. We evaluate and compare our approach with Action-GDL and ADOPT(k) with
k=4000 which was reasonable among 400, 4000, and 40000. Communication costs are
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c

Algorithm
Total Bytes
DJAO(k = )
227744
DJAO(k = 10)
260708
20
DJAO(k = 100)
229503
DJAO(k = 500)
271962
Action-GDL
394690
ADOPT(K=4000) 1217757
DJAO(k = )
1540523
DJAO(k = 10)
1509601
25
DJAO(k = 100)
1508705
DJAO(k = 500)
2516606
Action-GDL
3679104
ADOPT(K=4000) 54556373
DJAO(k = )
1513317
DJAO(k = 10)
2204580
30
DJAO(k = 100)
1513698
DJAO(k = 500)
4084228
Action-GDL
4568592
ADOPT(K=4000) 37285466

NCCCs
25627367
25991283
20898049
34144648
2741859
4341532
794393531
835729595
570976502
1792901180
25942425
417172726
734471121
1117448830
553233251
2759254975
33038068
219714985

Msgs
667
615
664
1485
18
206082
2888
2804
2478
9263
18
8992463
3203
3505
2910
17741
18
6334245

Table 3.1: Performance of Optimal DJAO(k)
on Random Binary DCOP Instances
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Savings WRT GDL

l=0.8
l=0.7
l=0.6

20
15
10
5
0
0

1
2
4
Accuracy Loss(%)

8

Constraint Checks WRT GDL

Overall Communication Cost
25

Overall Computation Cost
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

(a) Communication Savings

0.94
0.91
0.88
0.85
0

l=0.8
l=0.7
l=0.6
Solution Bound
1
2
4
Accuracy Loss(%)

Message Count WRT GDL

Solution Quality

0.97

1

2
4
Accuracy Loss

8

(b) Computation time

Solution Quality
1

l=0.8
l=0.7
l=0.6

(c) Solution Quality

Message Count
181
161
141
121
101
81
61
41
21
1
0

l=0.8
l=0.7
l=0.6

1

2
4
Accuracy Loss

(d) Message Count

Figure 3.16: Performance of Approximate DJAO(k=10)
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8

A

B

C

D

Algorithm
DJAO(k = )
DJAO(k = 100, 000, 000)
Action-GDL
ADOPT(K=30,000,000)
DJAO(DJAOk = )
DJAO(k = 100, 000, 000)
Action-GDL
ADOPT(K=30,000,000)
DJAO(k = )
DJAO(k = 100, 000, 000)
Action-GDL
ADOPT(K=30,000,000)
DJAO(k = )
DJAO(k = 100, 000, 000)
Action-GDL
ADOPT(K=30,000,000)

Total Bytes
163,360
155,021
3,624,186
11,121,364
278,168
238,696
4,274,606
54,735,040
207,801
120,516
1,294,382
1,009,124
718,528
482,654
10,321,229
21,573,856

NCCCs
22,217,301
25,413,935
19,905,921
24,068,428
30,441,957
21,998,565
24553995
166,542,715
9,379,233
7,509,783
6,419,231
2,625,136
31,980,359
43,316,277
58,754,948
66,347,439

Msgs
315
326
126
2,005,732
325
342
126
9,869,280
194
191
78
178,301
405
474
126
3,812,541

Table 3.2: Sensor Network Instances
measured as the number of bytes sent during execution1 and the message count of
both UTIL and VALUE messages. For approximate results, we show the true utility
of found solution which is often much higher than the estimated lower bound.
We experimented on random binary DCOP instances with 10 variables of domain
size 10. The function cost are randomly generated over the range h0, . . . , 200i. We
varied the number of constraint functions c 20, 25 and 30 and averaged our results over
20 instances for each value of c. Total communication amount is largely determined
by the structure of junction tree. Thus, five junction trees were constructed for
each problem instance. Initial heuristics were generated using soft filtering where the
bottom 70% is filtered. The table shows DJAO requires less communication than
both ADOPT and Action-GDL, especially when the network connectivity is high.
The best-first search-like DJAO when k =  consistently performed well in these
experiments.
1

A single variable value is 4bytes, and cost 8bytes.
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Table. 3.2 shows the results on sensor network instances from a public repository [52] with a heuristic which filters 90% (l = 0.9). Table. 3.1 and 3.2 show DJAO
requires up to an order of magnitude less communication than both ADOPT2 and
Action-GDL without significant increase in computational costs. Compared to the
random DCOP instances, function ranges in sensor network instances are wider and
a large set of clearly dominated variable configurations results in significant communication savings with DJAO. DJAO with high k values performed better in terms of
communication on these lower connectivity graphs compared to the random DCOP
instances.
Lastly, in an experiment on the same problem instances, we measured the methods’
trend as the solution quality guarantee changes. We evaluated 20 instances for each
quality loss ranging from loss = 0% to loss = 8% using a heuristics which filters
80%(l=0.8) and 70%(l=0.7). Results in Fig. 3.16 show that DJAO gains significant
savings in communication as the error bound increases. With 80% heuristics, it
transmits about 18 times less information than that of Action-GDL when loss = 8%
while it uses 13 times more computation (NCCCs) and about 130 messages per agent.

3.4

Conclusions

We addressed the problem of solving DCOP exactly and with precise approximation bounds by developing a new distributed algorithm called DJAO. There are
three novel ideas in DJAO. Firstly, it uses an AND/OR junction graph representation, which builds a basis for efficient search in the distributed settings. The second
is a two phase search strategy that combines characteristics of ADOPT and ActionGDL. The third is a soft filtering technique to significantly reduce communication
2

Results from [50]
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without losing any accuracy. We also showed experimentally significant reduction in
communication required by DJAO in comparison with ADOPT and Action-GDL.
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CHAPTER 4
APPLYING INFERENCE TECHNIQUE TO REDUCE
COMPUTATIONAL BURDEN IN DCOPS

The objective of this chapter is to address problems when we apply techniques
for MAP estimation to DCOPs. Due to different settings of inference problem on
graphical models from those of multi-agent domains, we need to modify techniques
for MAP estimation to apply to DCOPs. We are particularly interested in recent
work by McAuley et al. [24] that uses order statistics of variable configuration to
reduce the computational complexity of the maximization operation. We apply this
technique to Max-Sum in order to save computational resources in various DCOP
environments.

4.1

Background

This section presents the work by McAuley et al. [24] on reducing the expected
complexity of maximization operation. Their technique, called Fast Belief Propagation (FBP), finds a particular variable configurations that yields the maximum sum
√
of two sorted lists of length N with an expected complexity of O( N ). Assuming
the order statistics of variables on the lists are independent, the technique achieves
√
an expected time of O(N N ) to compute a single Max-Sum message for a binary
constraint, which is smaller than O(N 2 ) required by the naive approach.
The Fast Belief Propagation (FBP) [24] optimizes the maximization operator of
Equation (1.3) by using presorted constraint functions. Given a binary constraint,
it uses two lists–a list of presorted constraint function values and a list of incoming
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message values that are sorted online. This operation amounts to maximizing the
sum of two lists va and vb :

max va [i] + vb [i]

(4.1)

i

√
The FBP algorithm performs the above operation with an expected O( N ) time
complexity, as opposed to O(N ) of the naive algorithm, where N is the length of the
list.

La

va [pa [i]] 15 11 8
pa [i] 6 3 2

4
4

3
5

2
1

Lb

vb [pb [i]]
pb [i]

3
6

2
1

1
2

7
3

5
4

4
5

Figure 4.1: Example of FBP technique. The largest item 15 of va that has index 6 is
summed with 3 in vb with the same index (which maps to specific value combination of
variables). Therefore, items with value smaller than 3 in vb can be ignored as any value
smaller than 3 cannot yield a value larger than (15 + 3). We also limit the items smaller
than 11 in va by applying the same idea. In this example only 2 computations are required
to compute the maximum value using this technique.

Figure 4.1 describes the main idea of the FBP algorithm. The list pa and pb
denote the permutation arrays of va and vb . For further details, please refer to [24].
As the expected computational complexity to find the maximum of two such lists
√
is O( N ), the FBP algorithm achieves the total expected complexity of O(N 1.5 ) for
the Max-Sum maximization operation, which is better than O(N 2 ) time required by
the naive algorithm. The main drawback of the FBP approach is that it requires the
complete problem to be specified ahead of time as constraint functions need to be
presorted. Further, this approach is only applicable to pairwise graphs and runtime
guarantees do not extend to arbitrary arity graphs.
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4.2

Fast Belief Proagation for N-ary DCOP

Despite the importance of n-ary constraints in real applications, there has been
little work devoted to developing algorithms that handle n-ary constraints [53, 32,
12, 13] Further, these studies do not directly tackle the computational difficulty in
handling n-ary constraints in DCOPs.
Max-Sum performs repetitive maximization operations for each constraint to select the locally best configuration of its associated variables given its local function
and a set of incoming messages. The complexity of this step grows exponentially as
the number of associated variables (constraint arity) grows. We address this bottleneck and also provide formal guarantees regarding the expected runtime improvement, which could be very significant, up to an exponential improvement over the
naive scheme. Reducing such computational overhead is particularly crucial in the
multiagent setting, where agents are often assumed to be resource constrained such as
mobile robots [6, 54]. There has been research [29, 30] in DCOP that tries to reduce
the amount of communication, however there has not been any improvement in the
overall computational complexity of DCOP algorithms. An exception is the work
using tractable higher order potentials for binary DCOP [41], which applies only to
a special class of DCOP.
Although the FBP technique offers substantial benefit on binary constraints, it
cannot be directly used on graphs with n-ary constraints. Moreover, based on their
theoretical analysis on n-ary constraint functions, the benefit decreases with higherarity functions. Additionally, the order statistics of variables on lists summed in the
scheme should be positively correlated or independent for the theoretical analysis to
hold. However, this property easily gets violated in domains where a variable’s value
can affect multiple constraint function values in the opposite ways. When the order
statistics of these lists are negatively correlated, the technique may perform worse
than a simple technique using dynamic programming. Lastly, the constraint graphs
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are required to be given offline for computational savings. Often, a DCOP is a oneshot problem in which an expensive preprocessing sorting step that dominates the
actual problem complexity is not realistic. Additionally, in many DCOP applications
constraint function values and domains of variables often change dynamically.
To remedy these limitations, we have developed a variant of McAuley’s technique,
which we call Generalized Fast Belief Propagation (G-FBP). Our approach is fundamentally different from that of FBP in that it does not require the offline and
complete sorting of data as in FBP; rather it uses partially sorted lists. The key idea
behind our approach is that often, only a small representative sample of values from
different message/value lists is needed to efficiently perform the maximization procedure. Further, our approach works for arbitrary arity graphs as opposed to pairwise
graphs required by the FBP algorithm [24]. We also provide a theoretical analysis
of the expected runtime complexity for this general case and show that we can in√
deed achieve the O(N N ) complexity for pairwise graphs with only partially sorted
lists. For m-ary graphs, this translates into an expected complexity of O(mN

m+1
2

)

as opposed to the exhaustive approach’s complexity of O(mN m ), which is a significant reduction. Further, we also note that an advanced version of FBP is presented
in [55], which has a theoretical expected complexity of O(mN

(m−1)2
+1
m

) for general

m-ary graphs. Our approach has strictly better expected complexity.
Additionally, we devise a correlation measure which decides whether the order
statistics of lists are negatively correlated. We then use this measure to conditionally
apply G-FBP scheme to a particular maximization operation. Given the definition
of correlation on order statistics, we show that this measure correctly computes the
correlation.
Finally, we add another feature to our approach, which leads to an extended version of G-FBP called GSC-FBP. This approach reuses computation from the previous
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iterations results. Its effectiveness lies in the fact that messages become less likely to
change in later stages of the algorithm.
4.2.1

G-FBP

G-FBP that uses two partially sorted lists, to find the maximum sum as in Equation (1.3), instead of completely sorted lists used in FBP. We construct two lists called
the value list and the message list by selecting and sorting only the top KN

m−1
2

items

of both lists in FBP where N is the domain size, m is the number of associated variables and K is a constant. The main idea behind such select-then-sort operation is
that for the maximization operation, only the top KN

m−1
2

will be required most of

the time; the unsorted entries are not accessed in most cases. Partial sorting and
using a single message list are keys to generalizing the approach to n-ary constraints
while keeping the same complexity.
Value list: Intuitively, the value list corresponds to a partially sorted version of the
constraint function Fj given the specific value of a single variable in Equation (1.3).
There is one value list defined for every constraint function Fj and every value of
variable Xi that is in the scope of Fj . It contains hindex-valuei pairs as:

Lb (j, xi ) = xj , Fj (xj ) |xj (i) = xi

(4.2)

where xj is a complete assignment to all the variables in the scope of function Fj ; the
condition xj (i) = xi implies that the i-th variable is fixed to a particular value xi in
every xj . If the constraint function is m-ary (or involve m variables), then the length
of each value list is N m−1 . Instead of completely sorting this list, which is expensive,
we select the top KN

m−1
2

values of Lb (j, xi ), which are then sorted in decreasing order

and inserted back to the front of this list.
Message list: Intuitively, the message list represents a partially sorted list corresponding to the sum of incoming messages q to a function node, as shown in the
second term of Equation (1.3). There is one message list defined for every constraint
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vbc qb→1
7 0
f1
qa→1
7

5

vc qc→1
8 4 1
√
K N =2

va
1
va

15 11

Figure 4.2:
Example of Message List Generation. Each value in boxes denotes
individually sorted message values from the variable nodes to the function nodes.
The domain size is 2 for vb and it is 3 for va and vc thus the message size. In order
to compute the message to va , messages from vb and vc (qb→1 and qc→1 respectively)
are summed to generate the partial message list [15, 11] instead of the complete list
[15, 11, 8, 8, 4, 1] with |La | = 2.
function Fj and every variable Xi (Not every value of variable) that is in the scope of
Fj . It contains hindex-valuei pairs as:
X

La (j, Xi ) = xj \Xi ,
qk→j (xj (k))

(4.3)

k∈Nj \i

where xj (k) denotes the assignment to the variable Xk under xj . The length of every
complete list La is N m−1 and selecting the top most items requires iterating over all
values. Fortunately, each message contains values on a single neighboring variable
and are independent of each other in Max-Sum. Using the independency among
messages, we do not iterate the items in the list La completely in order to select
the top elements. In our implementation, we incrementally construct each message
list partially that only contains the top KN

m−1
2

items sorted in descending order,

without ever generating the complete N m−1 sized lists. Although these message lists
are constructed per iteration unlike value lists, there are only m such lists for each
m-ary constraint in constrast to (m × N ) value lists. The overhead of constructing
message lists for a single message is O(log mK ×N
expected complexity O(N × N

m−1
2

m−1
2

) and this does not dominate the

) of computing a message for an m-ary constraint

for a reasonable K. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a partial message list.
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4.2.2

G-FBP Algorithm with Partial Lists

We now describe the complete steps of the G-FBP maximization procedure that
operates using such partial value and message lists where the ranks of items in the
unsorted part are not known. For ease of exposition, we describe the Algorithm 1 in
terms of the maximization problem in Equation (4.1). The main difference of G-FBP
from the FBP algorithm is the lists va and vb are partially sorted. Thus, we need to
process items whose matching items are not found in the other list. In Algorithm 1
lines 13–15 saves the missing items for the later processing in lines 27–30. Also, we
need to detect the case when the maximization cannot be performed using the sorted
component of lists (lines 32–24). In these cases, we compute sums for all variable
value combinations to find the maximum. The example of applying this procedure
is shown in Figure 4.3. Algorithm 2 describes the steps of computing Equation (1.3)
using G-FBP in Alg. 1 in Max-Sum.
4.2.3

Time Complexity and Selection of K

The main intuition behind G-FBP is that the probability of finding the maximum
value within the sorted section is very high with an appropriate K given the independence assumption of two lists. [24] uses enumerative combinatorics to construct
the analysis on the probability of items with the same index not existing in topmost
M items in the lists of size N . Under the assumption that the order statistics of two
sorted lists are independent, this probability is computed as the probability of getting
M red-colored balls where we randomly select M balls out of the box in which there
are (N − M ) red-colored balls and M blue-colored balls.
Using the same notion, the probability of not finding the matching items within
√
K N items in the lists of size N is
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Algorithm 1 G-FBP(va , vb ) : Find max(va [i] + vb [i])
Require: permutation array pa and pb that partially sort va and vb in decreasing order(i.e
pa [i] is the index of ith largest value of va .
1: {Initialization}
2: Sbmiss ← φ, Samiss ← φ, valmax ← −∞
3: enda ← len(pa ), endb ← len(pb )
4: itra ← 0, boundf ound ← f alse
5: if (pa [1] ∈ pb ) ∧ (pb [1] ∈ pa ) then
6:
indexmax ← argmaxi∈{pa [1],pb [1]} {va [i] + vb [i]}
7:
valmax ← va [indexmax ] + vb [indexmax ]
−1
8:
enda ← p−1
a [pb [1]], endb ← pb [pa [1]]
9:
boundf ound ← true
10: end if
11: while itra < enda {Until bounding items are found} do
12:
itra ← itra + 1
13:
if pa [itra ] ∈
/ pb then
miss
← Sbmiss ∨ {pa [itra ]}
14:
Sb
15:
else
16:
boundf ound ← true
17:
if va [pa [itra ]] + vb [pa [itra ]] > valmax then
18:
indexmax ← pa [itra ]
19:
valmax ← va [indexmax ] + vb [indexmax ]
20:
end if
21:
if p−1
b [pa [itra ]] < endb then
22:
endb ← p−1
b [pa [itra ]]
23:
end if
24:
end if
25: end while
26: repeat 10-24 while interchanging a and b
27: {Process unmatched items by directly calculating from the constraint function and
messages}
28: for all i ∈ Samiss ∨ Sbmiss do
29:
compute the value va [i] + vb [i] by going through the value table and messages and
update valmax .
30: end for
31: {failure case}
32: if boundf ound == f alse then
33:
process unsorted part of the list and update valmax
34: end if
35: return valmax
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Step 0

La va [pa [i]] 15 11 ?
pa [i] 6 3 ?

?
?

?
?

?
?

Lb vb [pb [i]] 7
pb [i] 3

1
2

2
1

4
5

3
6

La va [pa [i]] 15 11 ?
pa [i] 6 3 ?

?
?

?
?

?
?

1
2

2
1

4
5

3
6

La va [pa [i]] 15 11 ?
pa [i] 6 3 ?

?
?

?
?

?
?

Lb vb [pb [i]] 7
pb [i] 3

2
1

4
5

3
6

5
4

Step 1

Lb vb [pb [i]] 7
pb [i] 3

5
4

?

Step 2

Step 3

5
4

1
2

We are given a message list La of length 2 and a value
list Lb of only 2 items sorted where the length of sorted
parts is 2.
Note that the part of the list La beyond 2 items is not
computed and the shaded part of Lb is not sorted.
In step 1, we process the first item in La and cannot
locate the matching item in Lb with index 6 (We do
not keep the location of unsorted items). We add this
item with index 6 to Sbmiss and continue.
Sbmiss = {6}
In step 2, we try to process an item in Lb and we find
a matching item in La with index 3 and thus we can
find the temporary maximum of 18.
valmax ← 18
We set aend to the location of the matching item as
we found one.
aend ← 2
In step 3, we proceed in La and reached the second
entry on La . We have already reached aend and are
done with lists.
We process S miss and compute the item with the index
6 using the constraint function and received messages
and find the value 18 and do not update valmax as it is
not larger than the current maximum. At this point,
since there are no more items in Sbmiss and Samiss , the
algorithm terminates.

Figure 4.3: Example of G-FBP technique as in Algorithm 1
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Algorithm 2 compute rj→i in Equation (1.3) with G-FBP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

messagechanged = f alse
if cycle==0 then
for all xi ∈ Xi do
construct Lb (j, xi )
end for
end if
for all k ∈ Nj \ i do
if qk→j has changed then
messagechanged = true
end if
end for
if messagechanged == true then
construct La (j, Xi )
end if
for all xi ∈ Xi do
rj→i (xi ) = G − F BP (Lb (j, xi ), La (j, Xi ))
end for
return rj→i
√
√
√
(N − K N )!(N − K N )!
√
P (X > K N ; N ) =
(N − 2K N )!N !
√
√ !K N
(N − K N )
,
≤
N

(4.4)

(4.5)

where Equation 4.5 can be derived by simply expanding Equation 4.4 and using the
√
N −K N −i
N −i

√

N
< N −K
to replace the intermediate terms. For the case of list
N
√
size N = 10, 000, K N = 200, the probability bound is as small as 0.0176. In other

relation

words, when there are two lists of length 10000 and 200 items are selected and sorted,
the probability of finding matching items in 200 items on two lists is as large as
0.9824.
In Alg. 1, the algorithm iterates over all items if any set of items with the same
index (that is, same variable configuration) is not found in the sorted part of the
lists (see line 31–34). Therefore, finding such items is critical to the performance of
the algorithm. In order to increase the probability of finding the matching items in
sorted part of the lists, we increase the size of sorted parts. More specifically, with
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G-FBP that uses partially sorted lists, a specific condition is required to hold for the
√
expected complexity for finding the maximum to be O( N ) given the lists of size N .
√
Theorem 4 The expected time complexity of O( N ) holds with partial lists when
(1 −

√
√K )K N
N

<

√1 .
N

Proof: The expected running time is estimated based on the number of summed
items evaluated in order to find the maximum. The expected number of summations
PN −1
E(Σ) is given as i=0
P (X > i; N ). The probability P (X > i; N ) is the probability
that the rank X of an item is not smaller than i. In our setting with partial lists, the
probability of certain items to be in the unsorted part equals the probability of not
√
finding the maximum within K N . Thus, the probability becomes:
√
√
P (X > i; N ) = P (X > K N ) if i > K N

(4.6)

We re-write the expected number of summations as
E(Σ) =

√
KX
N
i=0
√
N
KX

P (X > i) +

N
−1
X

√
P (X > K N )

√

i=K N +1

√
√
(N − K N )!(N − K N )!
√
=
P (X > i) +
√
(N − 2K N )!N !
i=0
i=K N +1
√  √

N
−1
N
−1
X
X
K N K N
1−
≤
P (X > i) +
N
√
i=0

(4.7)

N
−1
X

(4.8)

(4.9)

i=K N +1

√
In Equation 4.9, we already know from [55] that the first term is O( N ). The
√

√

second summation equates to (N − K N )/ N by the condition of the theorem and
√
√
is dominated by N . Therefore, the expected time complexity is O( N )
4.2.4

Independence Assumption and Correlation Measure

The guarantee of the expected complexity of the FBP technique is constructed
based on the assumption that the ranks of the items on the two lists are independent.
However, the independence assumption of the FBP technique does not hold generally.
If the two lists are negatively correlated, the expected complexity does not hold. It
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is likely that the G-FBP scheme fails to find the maximum item using partial lists,
thereby increasing the time complexity of the algorithm. Therefore, if we can detect
negative correlation, then we avoid applying the G-FBP approach.
We modify the Spearman’s rank correlation measure [56] to measure the correlation among two partially sorted lists.
Let x and y be two lists of length N where rxi and ryi are the ranks of the respective
√
items with index i. Let rm = K N + 12 be the imaginary median rank. Our redefined
correlation measure is :
P
(kx )(ky )
ρ = qPi i P i
2
2
i k xi
i kyi
0

(4.10)

where the rank (for each
list) is calculated as:
√


N)
 (N −K
√
(ri − rm ), if ri < rm
K N
ki =
√
√



 (K N +1+2K N ) − rm , if ri > rm .
2

Definition 9 Given the item xi of list x, and rank of two positions r1 and r2 on list
y such that |r1 − rxi | < |r2 − rxi |, the ranks of two lists x and y of equal length are
positively correlated when P (ryi = r1 ) > P (ryi = r2 ). They are negatively correlated
when P (ryi= r1 ) < P (ryi = r2 ). They are independent when P (ryi= r1 ) = P (ryi = r2 ).
That is, if the lists are positively correlated, the items with same index are likely to
appear at nearby locations in two lists. Using the above definition, we can state the
following result about our modified correlation measure:
Theorem 5 For any sample set s of the items with ranks in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ 43 rm ,
the following holds. When the ranks of the two lists are independent, then the expected
value of the correlation measure for a set s is E(ρ0s ) = 0. When the two lists are
positively correlated, then E(ρ0s ) ≥ 0 and when the lists are negatively correlated, then
E(ρ0s ) ≤ 0.
With the Definition 9, we can construct a relation of the probabilities of an item
being at specific ranks. We use this relation to compute the sign of the expected
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value of ki of an item in set s and also the sign of E(kxi kyi ) in the numerator in
P
P
Equation 4.10. E( X) =
E(X), so we can determine the sign of the expected
value of the correlation measure of set s.

4.3

Experiments

We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach against the Max-Sum algorithm
on two sets of problems with n-ary constraints. We call the Max-Sum with G-FBP
technique as MS+G-FBP. Also, the approach that selectively applies G-FBP based
on data correlation is experimented as selective Max-Sum+G-FBP. For fairness of
comparison, we used an implementation of Max-Sum that uses dynamic programming with the worst case complexity of O(N m ) for a single constraint instead of the
standard Max-Sum with O(mN m ) where the arity is m and the domain size is N .
The two sets of DCOP instances that are used in our experiments are:
• 50 instances of random graphs with 25 variables with domain sizes from 10 to 30,
and 15 constraints with the maximum arity of 2,3,4 or 5 with different average
constraint arities.
• 25 instances of graphs in the radar coordination domain with 48 variables with
domain size up to 15 and 96 constraints with the maximum arity 4.
We focus on the computational aspect of the algorithms because our approach does
not affect the solution quality. Because the computational complexity of DCOPs is
determined by the constraint arity among the parameters related to graph topology
as well as by the domain size, we experiment on varying these two parameters .
4.3.1

Random Graphs

Our initial tests perform a comparison over randomly generated DCOPs with
n-ary constraints. We characterize each scenario by the maximum constraint arity
(mmax ), an average constraint arity (mavg ) and the variable domain size (N ). We have
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explored scenarios with mmax from 2 to 5, mavg from 1.6 to 4.4 with an increment of
0.4 and N from 10 to 30. From our knowledge, this problem set is one of the most
computationally expensive problems for a DCOP. For the first problem set, we fixed
the value K to 2 in regard to the length of the sorted parts of lists. This value is
chosen based on the probability analysis from Section 4.2.3.
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(2, 1.6) (2, 2.0) (3, 2.0) (3, 2.4) (3, 2.8) (4, 2.8) (4, 3.2) (4, 3.6) (4, 4.0)
Constraint Arity (Maximum, Average)

(a) Computation time as the constraint arity increases
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(b) Computation time as the domain size increases

Figure 4.4: The computation time of Max-Sum(MS), Max-Sum with G-FBP(MS+G-FBP)
and Max-Sum with G-FBP with correlation measure(selective MS+G-FBP) . For Figure(a),
the domain size of 10 was used. Datapoint (5, 3.6) is omitted to see the general trend.
The performance of algorithms was (507178.5, 55070.6, 195056.9) for MS, MS+G-FBP and
selective MS+G-FBP respectively. For Figure(b) the arity setting of (3, 2.8) was used.
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Figure 4.4 shows the results for various arity settings and domain sizes. We observe
that Max-Sum with G-FBP technique (MS+G-FBP) clearly outperforms Max-Sum
(MS) for higher arities and larger domain sizes. Concretely, with G-FBP technique,
the performance improved by 89% for an arity setting of (5,3.6) and the domain size
of 10 and the performance improved by 82% for the domain size of 30 and arity
setting of (3, 2.8). As the constraint arity and domain size increases, the number of
entries that MS+G-FBP examines does not increase as much as the number of total
entries. This increases the gain of MS+G-FBP. For lower arities and smaller domain
size, MS performs better than MS+G-FBP because the overhead of sorting partial
lists dominates the gain from finding the maximum value for shorter lists.
However, the use of the correlation measure in selective MS+G-FBP is not beneficial in this problem sets. Because the randomly generated constraint values leads
the independence explained in Section 4.2.4 to hold, and thus there is no benefit in
selectively applying G-FBP here and causes an additional overhead of computing the
correlation measure as shown in Figure 4.4.
4.3.2

Multiagent Radar Coordination Domain

Our next problem set is created from the abstracted radar coordination and
scheduling application based on the real-time adaptive NetRad system [57]. Radars
collect real-time data on the location and importance of phenomena and the system schedules the radars to focus their sensing on scheduled weather phenomena.
This scheduling step can be thought of as a DCOP. See [5], for more details on the
formulation.
We developed a simulator in the Farm simulator framework [58]. Although it
is a simulation environment, the utility functions are constructed based on the real
scenario and the same utility function is used in the deployed system [57]. Our
scenario involves 48 radars with a scenario of 96 phenomena with random locations,
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size, and type. The radars are placed in a grid with overlapping regions with other
radars. This scenario creates problem instances with 48 variables, 96 constraints with
the maximum arity of 4. In this data set, we do not directly control the constraint arity
nor the domain size. These numbers vary in the experiments, so we categorized the
computational difficulty of each problem instance by the maximum factor size. The
maximum factor size is computed as the number of recorded entries in the constraint
functions totaling O(mN m ) for an m-ary constraint, where N is the maximal domain
size of associated variables. We report the average runtime of 25 runs.
As shown in Figure 4.5(a), both MS+G-FBP and MS+GSC-FBP outperform MS
with an appropriate K as discussed in Section 4.2.3. However, there is not a significant
difference between them when a reasonable K is chosen for at least this domain. As
shown in Figure 4.5(b), the time savings in later iterations of MS+G-FBP dominate
the sorting overhead in the initial iteration, and leads to superior performance to MS.
MS+G-FBP takes 36% less computation time than MS for the factor sizes in the range
(10000, 40000] and K=11. The performance improvement by MS+G-FBP is not so
significant as on the first dataset, because most constraints have lower arity and some
variables have smaller domain size than the one related to the maximum factor size
and also because of the data dependencies. Unlike randomly generated data sets, here
variables have more structured dependencies through constraint functions and the
independence assumption in Section 4.2.4 does not hold in this domain and MS+GFBP performs poorly on instances of strongly negatively correlated lists. Therefore,
we examine the use of correlation measure on this domain further.
On Experiments in Figure4.6, we selectively applied G-FBP scheme (selective
MS+G-FBP) when the correlation measure with the sample set of

√
K N
2

largest items

in a value list computed as in Equation 4.10 is positive. Selective MS+G-FBP takes
55% less computation time than MS in contrast to 36% for MS+G-FBP. As in Figure 4.6(b), selective MS+G-FBP almost always finds the maximum item in sorted
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Figure 4.5: (a) The computation time ratio of MS+G-FBP and MS+GSC-FBP to MS. K
value is in brackets. (b) Time taken at each cycle. K = 11.
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Figure 4.6: Performance improvement using correlation measure. K = 11.
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15

parts of lists and the failure rate becomes zero when K > 8. Note that MS+G-FBP
sometimes fails even with larger K values.

4.4

Conclusion

We presented a new approach, called generalized fast belief propagation (G-FBP),
which optimizes the key computational bottleneck of the maximization operator in
the popular Max-Sum algorithm. Our approach is applicable to a general setting in
the context of arbitrary arity graphs as opposed to some previous approaches which
operate only on pairwise graphs. We provide a significant reduction in the time
complexity of computing a single message in the Max-Sum algorithm from O(N m ) to
O(mN

m+1
2

) for general m-ary graphs. The key idea of our approach that distinguishes

it from previous approaches is that only a small number of values are accessed from
partially sorted lists to efficiently perform the maximization operation in Max-Sum,
rather than performing the complete sorting. We also provide theoretical results
regarding the number of samples required and a proof of expected complexity.
We also devised a correlation measure to determine whether to apply G-FBP
based on correlation of order statistics of data. We showed that in the radar domain
where the data correlation occurs, using this correlation measure brings down the
probability of using G-FBP on negative correlated data close to zero.
Finally, we added another extension that reuses computation from the previous
iteration. It shows effectiveness when the messages are near convergence and reduce
the computation time further from Max-Sum with G-FBP.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPLOITING THE MAPPING OF AGENTS AND
VARIABLES

In this chapter, we discuss how to utilize agents as a component of the DCOP
model. In order to efficiently solve DCOPs, we consider environments where an
agent may control more than one variable. When agents control multiple variables,
the variables in each agent form a partially centralized structure. We tackle the
issue of how to modify distributed algorithms to exploit this partial centralization.
We are interested in how to reduce the communication and computational burdens
by exploiting low overhead communication among variables within an agent. This
problem has not been studied extensively by the DCOP community where agents
and nodes commonly have a one-to-one mapping in which every message leads to
communication among agents.

5.1

The Configuration of the Semi-centralized Structure and
NetRad domain

In addition to the basic model of DCOP < A, X, D, F > in Section 1.1, We define
an additional parameter R to the DCOP model that maps agents to variables and
constraint functions. This mapping function R assigns the variables v in X to an
agent in A. We call the variables that are mapped into agent a as members of a.
Each agent controls the value of its members.
The agents handles outgoing and incoming messages of the members as well as
the computation regarding the members. The communication among members of an
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Figure 5.1: An example structure of the NetRad domain where an agent owns multiple
variables: An MC&C controls and manages multiple radars

agent is free whereas across members of two different agents are commonly not free.
In NetRad domain already introduced in Section 1.3.1, each MC&C agent contains
a subgraph that represents the radars (variable nodes) that are controlled by that
MC&C. However, these subgraphs are not totally disjoint since weather phenomena
(function nodes) may span multiple MC&Cs where radars in these MC&Cs can scan
the phenomena. The phenomena that are shared among MC&Cs incur communication cost because the radars in the scannable range of these phenomena reside in
multiple MC&C and they need to be coordinated through non-free communication
messages.

5.2

Exploiting Semi-Centralization

Decentralized coordination in large-scale systems of cooperative agents requires
large computational and communication resources and often is not feasible in realistic
problems requiring real-time deadlines: The decentralized computation of an optimal
coordination policy often requires control overhead involving the construction of the
structure for solving the problem, e.g. establishing a pseudo-tree for DPOP. In a
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realistic decentralized setting of multiple agents, the establishment of a constraint
optimization problem often occurs online and needs to be solved as quickly as possible
and thus control overhead should be minimized. Also, the requirement for quick
delivery of the solution limits the amount of communication or computation. Even
without these problems, as networks get very large, communication and computation
burden still can be extensive given the time and bandwidth constraints and thus
minimizing these resource requirements in these settings is valuable.
There have been studies [59, 60] on exploiting semi-centralization on distributed
constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSP), however both works, which focus on pruning non-satisfying local solutions before checking satisfiability across agents, do not
apply to DCOPs where local pruning may eliminate globally optimal solutions. There
are works [26] on DCOP that try to partially centralize computation in order to efficiently find the optimal solution in local neighborhoods. The partial centralization
reduces communication and achieve the optimality of the solution. However, this
centralization is not concerned with the mapping from variables to agents. The scope
of local search is determined by the constraints among variables and intermediate
state of the search process of each agent. Thus, instead of naively solving multiple
nodes’ tasks in each processor, as we would in the totally centralized environment,
we try to use the partial centralization given by the hardware structure to reduce the
communication and computational resources needed.
Given the fixed mapping of nodes and agents, we try to exploit partial centralization within agents. In order to improve the algorithmic performance using partial
centralization, we exploit locality of nodes’ dependency. We hypothesize that because
the nodes’ dependency is restricted to a subset of nodes that are adjacent or close in
proximity in the constraint graph, readily transferring information of such proximal
nodes helps nodes’ reach solutions more quickly. Since nodes tied to one agent has
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such proximity and access to the information of other nodes contained in one agent
have much lower cost, aggressive information processing within agents is reasonable.
5.2.1

Using Organization Structure

In so doing, we modify the Max-Sum algorithm to cater to this partial centralization in each processor by adding a local processing stage and creating denser messages
reducing the communication overhead and computational burden. We modify MaxSum to work on two levels for general graphs with cycles in order to increase the
algorithm efficiency in the context of clustered hardware resources. We modified the
message passing schedule of Max-Sum to propagate sometimes within a subgraph of
the factor graph associated with clustered hardware resources. There is no modification to the algorithm except skipping the computation of outgoing messages to the
nodes outside the partition, thus saving inter-processor communication. This modified Max-Sum, which we call MS2L, alternates between a global propagation cycle
and a local propagation cycle so as to ensure that the utility values can also travel to
other parts of the graph.
In the algorithm, information is shared among nodes through messages and the
algorithm converges to a single point when there is no new information flowing in any
direction [17]. We conjecture that the communication can be more efficient when this
information sharing is delayed until a subset of nodes become closer to consensus.
By delaying sending messages outside the local processor until more developed values
are constructed within each MCC, we expect to reduce inter-processor communication without affecting overall performance. Also, in order to avoid getting into local
optima, we ensure that the algorithm periodically communicates globally. Therefore
we modify Max-Sum to have following message passing schedule.
This scheme is different from simplifying the problem by breaking the network into
several subgraphs. It only delays the message delivery to make communication more
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efficient and the computational complexity remains same even in local flooding. This
modification explores how Max-Sum can adapt to the system’s organizational structure and its associated communication topology as well as the utility structure. In the
NetRad domain, as the connection between function nodes and variables nodes are
determined based on the spatial location of the phenomena and corresponding radars,
dependency structure between nodes are simpler and factor graphs constructed following the domain are more easily decomposable. We exploit this property of the
graph structure in the domain and modify Max-Sum to reduce the required resource
for global level propagation.
Also, in NetRad, the system has an organizational structure where an MCC manages several radars. In this system, MCCs communicate to coordinate with neighboring radars. Because there is a cost to communicate across MCCs, it is beneficial
to simplify computation and communication occurring across MCCs. Therefore, we
adapted Max-Sum to exploit this structure effectively by skipping some outgoing
messages from MCCs in alternating cycles.
1. (Initialization) At any vertices, carry out the global flooding step.

2. (Local flooding) Both variable and function nodes send messages only to the
neighbors within the same MCC. For each local neighbor, given the newest
message on each edge, compute the message values for each local neighbor and
send. Let the neighbors of variable node i be Ni and the nodes in MCC k mk .
In function nodes, it sends the same message to a subset of neighbors Ni ∩ mk .
In variable nodes, it computes the message using the previous messages from
neighbors outside the MCC. At cycle t, the message from the variable to function
node is,
t
qi→j
(xi ) = αij +

X
k∈Ni ∩mk \j
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t
rk→i
(xi ) +

X
k∈Ni \mk

t−1
rk→i
(xi )

3. (Global flooding) For all neighbors, do a regular message calculation using the
newest message on each edge. Function nodes compute the messages at cycle t
for all neighbors using messages at t−1 for neighbors Ni \mk . The function node
does not have updated messages for all neighbors due to local propagation in the
previous cycle thus it combines previous messages from neighbors outside MCC.

t
rj→i
(xi ) = maxxj \i [Fj (xj ) +

+

P

t
k∈(Nj ∩mk \i) qk→j (xk )

P

t−1
k∈(Nj \(i∪mk )) qk→j (xk )]

4. Repeat step 2 and 3.
5.2.2

Starting with Known Policy

We also generate an initial policy that incorporates the information of constraint
functions local to each processor for the Max-Sum algorithm which normally starts
with no information on neighboring constraints. This information is computed using
partial constraint graphs. These partial constraint graphs are constructed based on
local variables and functions within the agent, and thus can be quickly generated and
computed. As a result of this local processing that has low communication cost, the
algorithm starts closer to the final solution.
We speculate that a good known policy can be used to create such starting messages as it incorporates non-local information than just the information in a local
function. In the Max-Sum algorithm, a node’s outgoing messages are dependent on
the incoming messages it received in the prior cycles. Also, the first initial messages
will depend only on the local functions. The variable after the first message would
take on the value

x̃i = arg max
xi

X
j∈Ni
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max Fj (xj )
xj \i

(5.1)

This message would be the value assuming the best-case setting of other variables
and only incorporates the local preferences. Given a known policy x̂, we modify the
algorithm for function nodes to send the following messages which do not involve
maximization to the connected variable nodes. Function node j to variable node i:
Fj ((x̂j \ i) ∪ xi )

(5.2)

After receiving these messages, if a variable node were to take on a value, it would
be:
x̃i = arg max
xi

X
j∈Ni

Fj ((x̂j \ i) ∪ xi )

(5.3)

Proposition 1 If the assignment x̂ is such that no individual variable can by itself
change its value to increase the global utility, then x̂ is a solution to the assignment
constraints imposed by Equation 5.3. If changing any individual variable’s value will
strictly decrease the global utility, then x̂ is the unique solution for Equation 5.3.
From the perspective of an arbitrary variable node i, all other nodes are fixed to the
P
configuration specified by x̂. Maximizing j∈Ni Fj ((x̂j \i)∪xi ) leads to maximization
of the global utility given the values of other variables. This is because only the
functions for nodes j ∈ Ni are affected by xi .
If x̂i were not a solution to this, then the algorithm which selected x̂i to be part of
x̂ could have instead selected x̃i to receive a higher utility. Since by supposition, no
individual variable can change its value to increase the global utility, x̂i is a solution
to Equation 5.3. If changing any variable’s value in x̂ will decrease the global utility,
then there can be only one solution to Equation 5.3. Since x̂i is a solution, it must
be the unique solution. 
Thus, in the sense of the above property, we can insert a variable assignment
into a factor graph as a starting solution. The property requires that no single
variable can change its value to increase the utility. This is a desirable property for
an optimization algorithm to have, and a fairly lax one. Any algorithm which does
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not satisfy this constraint can be followed by a hill-climbing procedure in order to
meet the requirement of Property 1.
In addition to what Property 1 can tell us, Equation 5.3 by itself looks quite
a bit better than Equation 5.1. While the assignment still only considers directly
neighboring function nodes, it does so using better assumptions. For nodes other
than itself, it assumes a configuration that is known to exist rather than a separate
maximization for each function node. The assumed variable assignments are also
known to be consistent with a good global utility, and xi will fit itself into this
assignment.
After the messages from function nodes to variable nodes, we allow the variable
nodes to send one set of messages before proceeding with the regular algorithm. This
is so the next set of messages from function nodes will have a starting point other
than assuming uniform functions in variable node messages.
5.2.3

Using the Structure for Policy Generation

We provide a scheme which computes a policy which can be used as in Section 5.2.2. Instead of generating a policy for the whole problem, we tried to compute
the locally optimal policy for subproblems associated with each MCC (See Figure 5.2).
We break the full factor graph into factor subgraphs for each MCC that contains only
the radars and phenomena in each MCC and each is smaller than the original factor
graph. In this way, we first solve a smaller problem within MCCs and then solve
a bigger problem using the information from the smaller problem. This is the key
difference between local propagation in Section 5.2.1 as we break down the factor
graph into subgraphs each of which has decreased complexity.
In order to accomplish this, we assign each phenomenon to one MCC to avoid
redundant utilities for shared phenomena in computing the initial policy. Consequently, the domain of variable nodes and parameter values in the cost function at
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Figure 5.2: 2-level Hierarchy Scheme

the function nodes are smaller than the original problem. Thus the computation at
each function node fj that belongs to the set of nodes mk , which belong to M CCk ,
is done only for each neighbor vi ∈ mk .

rj→i (xi ) = max[Fj0 (xj ∧ mk ) +
xj \i

X

qk→j (xk )]

(5.4)

k∈Nj ∧mk \i

The message from variable node vi to function node fj for fj ∈ mk is,
X
qi→j (xi ) = αij +
rk→i (xi ).

(5.5)

k∈Mi ∧mk \j

We assume that function Fj0 with a subset of arguments that excludes the variable
nodes outside the MCC can be deduced from the original function Fj . Additionally,
the domain of variable vi is a subset of its domain in the original problem only relevant
to fj ∈ mk . The subproblem is used to create the policy used as prior information on
local functions.
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5.3
5.3.1

Experimental Results
Experimental Setting

Figure 5.3: Radar 1 (R1) can choose to scan Event 1 (Ev1), Event 2 (Ev2) or to scan
both depending on the utility. Scanning all phenomena in a radar’s range of sufficient
quality may not be possible given the time limit to scan.

We experimented with the Max-Sum algorithm on an abstract simulation environment of the NetRad radar system developed in the Farm simulator framework [58]. In
this simulator, weather tasks are abstracted as circular areas as shown in Figure 5.3.
Aspects such as the utility function, the effective range of radars, and the separation
between radars, however, are the same as in the operational testbed. For further
information on the simulation environment, see [61].
For a statistically meaningful result, we repeated each instance for 100 runs by
randomly generating the weather phenomena varying in their size, location and importance. To make the results more easily interpretable, each trial is run for only one
radar scan cycle rather than for a sequence of radar scans.
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The computation time is measured in CPU Time. The experiments were run on a
single machine although we assumed that there are several computation units working
in parallel in a simulated time step. The time complexity in the decentralized setting
results from the sum of the longest time taken in the local computation at each MCC
for each round.
We do not account for any communication delay in measuring the completion
time. For measurement on communication amount, the control messages to construct the network as well including the connectivity establishment between nodes
and information sharing on possible values that each variable can take were counted
as communication. The total amount of communication is measured in bytes considering one double number as 8 bytes and one integer as 4 bytes.
5.3.2

Performance of Max-Sum on NetRad

In order to evaluate the performance of several alternative optimization algorithms, we varied the number of radars and the number of phenomena. We compare the performance of the Max-Sum algorithm, a decentralized negotiation algorithm [61], an exact distributed constraint optimization algorithm [62] and a centralized optimization algorithm based on a genetic algorithm that is currently used for
local optimization in the negotiation algorithm in each MCC. The negotiation algorithm, specifically developed for the NetRad problem domain, is an iterative two step
process performed concurrently at each MCC. In the first step, each MCC performs a
local optimization based on its local tasks and knowledge of its neighboring MCCs’s
proposed scan schedules. In the second step, MCCs negotiate with their neighbors
so as to make adjustments to their scheduling based on the strategy of other MCCs.
This two step process for performing the distributed optimization tries to maximize
the parallelism at the MCC level and to minimize communication among MCCs. In
contrast, the standard Max-Sum algorithm does not consider such an organizational
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structure and is completely decentralized. The Max-Sum algorithm does not explicitly
take into account that certain communication links are within an MCC cluster and
others are between MCC clusters. The genetic algorithm uses a centralized approach;
no communication is required and it utilizes only one processor.
Different Network Sizes and Number of Phenomena
In order to evaluate the general performance and the scalability of the alternative
optimization algorithms, we evaluated the performance on different sized networks
with different number of phenomena. In scenarios with different sized networks, there
are the same number of phenomena as the number of radars in the network as shown
in Figure 5.4. We also compared the algorithms with DPOP [62] which gives globally
optimal solution on 48 and 96 radar cases; however, we were not able to use DPOP
on bigger networks due to memory constraints. We have varied the parameters of
the genetic algorithm to improve its performance but it still remains inferior to other
methods. This conclusion applies similarly to an optimization algorithm based on
Simulated Annealing not shown in the graph due to its general inferior performance
on the problem.
In the next set of experiments, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.5, we
increase the number of phenomena in a 48-radar network, thereby requiring more
coordination among radars and studied how the algorithms perform. The solution
quality of Max-Sum remains the highest while the time complexity remains lower
than the negotiation algorithm. In terms of communication between MCCs, MaxSum requires more communication than negotiation, but remains significantly lower in
comparison to DPOP as seen in Table 5.4(f). The communication amount of the MaxSum algorithm increases as shown in Figure 5.5(d) because the number of the variables
connected to function nodes in Max-Sum increases as more weather phenomena are
added. Further, communication in the negotiation algorithm decreases in denser
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networks since this algorithm finds it difficult to find a good strategy to negotiate,
resulting in an early termination within only a few negotiation cycles ; however, this
is not a good thing since it achieves only 90% of the solution quality of Max-Sum in
120 phenomena case.
5.3.3

Starting with Initial Policy

As described in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3, we provided the algorithm with
3 different approaches for computing the initial policy of a 48 radar network with
the limit of 10 rounds, where we took the results at the last cycle. The initial policies includes : 1) the solution from the genetic algorithm within MCCs (IGen), 2)
the solution of the Max-Sum algorithm within MCCs (IMS) following the scheme
described in Section 5.2.3, and 3) a randomly generated initial policy (IRand). The
initial policy for IRand was generated in each function node, which leads to potential inconsistencies among multiple function nodes; however these inconsistencies are
often quickly resolved.
The use of an initial policy in all cases helps the algorithm save computation time
as shown in Figure 5.6(a) and also improves its anytime performance behavior as in
Figure 5.6(c). The quality of the final solution rarely changes by more than a fraction
of utility and the computation time including policy generation decreases. Given the
initial policy, Max-Sum can almost instantly produce the initial messages avoiding
the maximization step and the policy also reduces the number of rounds taken to
converge.
Using initial policies, Max-Sum seems to produce a solution with high utility
quickly because the messages at the initial round are not biased towards the local
functions reaching the final solution quickly as shown in Figure 5.6(c).
IMS provides computation time saving as well as quick convergence speed and
stability, although it requires specific domain structure to be effective. Addition-
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ally IRand shows less anytime characteristics and some unstable performance, e.g.
showing oscillation between multiple values ending up a higher number of rounds to
converge as in Figure 5.6(d), but it is a quick and easy way to provide an initial policy
without the need to synchronize policies over multiple nodes.
Policy Generation Using Structure
We experimented with the algorithm using IMS further to show how much we
can improve the algorithm using the policy. We ran Max-Sum for 5 cycles where,
for Max-Sum with IMS (MS-Init), we replace the first two cycles with initial policy
computing cycles.
As shown in Figure 5.7, not only does the performance quality remain similar
to Max-Sum, the time complexity decreases by half as well as the communication
amount. This computational saving is due to the fact that the computation on the
factor graph using only local nodes is much simpler than the computation on the
global-level factor graph and also the result of this computation leads to a quicker
convergence on the global level. As messages are exchanged only within MCCs to
compute the initial policy, the number and size of messages also decreases.
5.3.4

Performance of Max-Sum in a Two-Level Hierarchy

We next tried MS2L, the alternating Max-Sum algorithm that uses a repetitive
cycles of local and global propagation of messages as in Section 5.2.1. We experimented with increasing number of phenomena and also with the IMS policy replacing
the first 2 cycles for generating the policy. We ran experiments with various number of phenomena, as we would like to see the result of MS2L varying the network
connectivity which will increase the need for global propagation.
As shown in Figure 5.8, the utility of MS2L with IMS (MS2L-Init) remains similar.
Moreover, the communication is reduced by half. It also shows the result of MS50Comm where we randomly skip the communication 50% of the time and note that
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the algorithm has not yet converged in the given number of cycles unlike MS2L.
Even in the local propagation cycle, the utility is being propagated as effectively as
the global propagation cycle and half of the global propagation cycles are enough to
reach similar performance. Also by starting with IMS, the computation time can be
also decreased as shown in Figure 5.8(b).

5.4

Conclusion

We applied the Max-Sum approximate constraint optimization algorithm in the
NetRad system for coordinating and scheduling weather-sensing radars. In this system, Max-Sum generated policies with high utility but requires more communication
and computation than the negotiation algorithm in some settings. We thus modified
Max-Sum to start with initial policy to guide and expedite the search process. Using
initial policy improves Max-Sum’s anytime performance and saves computation and
communication by 50% for networks with the same number of phenomena as the
number of radars. As part of using a policy, we generated a scheme to create a starting policy which works in the two-level hierarchy solving a partial problem within
the local processor. Additionally, we developed MS2L, an adapted message passing
scheme which alternates between different scopes of the message propagation. This
scheme proved the benefit of exploiting the organizational structure by requiring less
computation and communication than all other tested algorithms with about 50%
communication savings and 5-30% computational savings for dense network where
the number of constraints exceed the number of radars.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis sets out to develop new and extensions of existing distributed constraint optimization algorithms that require much less computational and communication resources than traditional approaches. We particularly utilize various techniques from graphical models researches as a starting point to construct these new
approaches. We applied these techniques to applications including Sensor Network
in a PEAV framework and, the CASA radar domain where there are fewer hardware
processors than the number of agents and random instances with n-ary constraints.
In this final chapter, we will summarize the research contributions of this work, as
well as discuss directions for future research.

6.1

Contributions

The work described in this thesis makes a number of important contributions to
the state of the art in the distributed constraint optimization by providing approaches
to handle high computational and communication complexity of DCOP algorithms.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We addressed the problem of solving DCOP exactly and with precise approximation bounds by developing a new distributed algorithm called DJAO. There are
three novel ideas in DJAO. Firstly, it uses an AND/OR junction graph representation, which builds a basis for efficient search in the distributed settings. The
second is a two phase search strategy that combines characteristics of ADOPT
and Action-GDL. Because it is a search strategy, the algorithm is also capable of
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a bounded approximate optimization which requires significantly less communication. The third is a soft filtering technique to significantly reduce communication
without losing any accuracy.
• We develop a technique, which we call G-FBP, that optimizes the key computational bottleneck of the maximization operator in the Max-Sum algorithm. Our
approach uses order statistics and data correlation to reduce computational burden by partially sorting constraint functions. This is the first work on reducing
the computational burden in n-ary constraints for DCOP. We provide a significant
reduction in the time complexity of computing a single message in the Max-Sum
algorithm from O(N m ) to O(mN

m+1
2

) for general m-ary graphs given the indepen-

dence assumption on data. We also provide a correlation measure that selectively
apply the technique given the data correlation. To our knowledge, this is the first
work that a DCOP algorithm includes an adaptive scheme to emerging intermediate computation.
• We present techniques to reduce the communication overhead of the Max-Sum
algorithm when each agent owns a set of variables. Our techniques exploits processor hardware organizational structure such that partial messages in the MaxSum algorithm do not incur communication cost if message transfer occurs within
a processor. Our work is the first work that exploits such setting for a DCOP.
Our study shows that using the techniques communication can be decreased up
to 50% by using the two-hierarchy message passing scheme and generated initial
policy. Also, we showed that using initial policies, the algorithm shows a better
anytime property leading us to save some computational resources as well. We
empirically verified this result on NetRad radar domain.
In summary, this research provides new approaches to make DCOP applicable to
a wider class of application domains.
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6.2

Future Research

Future research in distributed constraint optimization includes improving existing
algorithms for scalability, parallelism, and privacy. Existing algorithms for distributed
constraint optimization domains can be applied to selective domains, However, many
algorithms are not scalable to complex domains with a large size of problems due
to computational and communication complexities. There are many approaches for
MAP estimation from graphical models community to help the scalability issues in
DCOP. We have applied some of the techniques from graphical models community to
DCOPs to combat the complexity. In Chapter 3, we applied AND-OR search graph
to provide a mechanism that combines ADOPT and Action-GDL. Additionally, in
Chapter 4, we applied the technique for belief propagation that lowers the computational complexity for DCOPs with n-ary constraints. There are many more recent
approaches for improving inference on graphical models. There have been many researches that try to perform more efficient search on AND/OR search graphs [63, 64]
which can be applied to improve DJAO further. Additionally, there has been active
development on algorithms for optimizing MAP estimation using convex optimization
on linear programs and quadratic programs [44, 43]. Although there have been approaches that use linear programs and quadratic programs for DCOPs [38, 42], these
are not corresponding translation of message passing algorithms constructed built
using convex optimizations. There is a potential for a new class of DCOP algorithm
based on the message-passing version of these algorithms in the same way that the
Max-Sum and the Action-GDL have been developed .
The issue of scalability is also connected to parallelism as parallelism significantly enhances scalability of the algorithms. However, DCOP algorithms, especially
inference-based algorithms such as Action-GDL, DPOP, Max-Sum as well as DJAO
in Chapter 3 have limited parallelism as they have a structured message passing
scheme. Maintaining communication efficiency while keeping parallelism is a delicate
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issue. Parallel operation generally requires significantly more messaging than its nonparallel counterpart and balancing these two constraints is an interesting direction to
pursue. Along the same line of research for increasing scalability and parallelism, there
has been recent developments with linear programs on optimization problems [44] and
there has been few works that applies the idea to DCOP. Applying those algorithms to
DCOP seems very promising as linear programs can be transformed into distributed
parallel algorithms.
Also, extending existing models and algorithms for new domains is another future
research direction. In Chapter 5, we dealt with an environment where an agent
manages more than one variable. We developed a scheme on how to modify a DCOP
algorithm to exploit such one-to-many mapping to save resources. However, we have
not studied how to come up with an efficient mapping which saves communication
and time for this environment. Because the computation within an agent is serialized,
evenly distributing the computational complexity across agents is crucial to reduce
the end-to-end computation time. Also, when the variables which interact with each
other are included in one agent, the amount of communication across agents can be
reduced. Additionally, decomposition of the factor graph based on weak dependencies
among nodes can be helpful as information needed to transfer can be minimal for links
with weak dependencies.
Finally, an additional future research direction is to extend DCOP model for dynamic environments where new problems that are similar to past problems that have
been already solved. In many practical application domains, the system constructs
and solves a new DCOP whenever a new agent strategy is needed due to the changing
environments. However, these new instances are quite similar to each other as well as
their solutions if the environment gradually changes. Although there are algorithms
that can react to the changes and partially reuse the solution [65, 66], the portion
of the reused solution is minimal. A large part of the solution often needs to be
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recomputed because a small change in the problem propagates to a large area due
to the contingencies between nodes and such affected nodes need to compute their
solution from scratch. However, solving the problem can be more efficiently done
using information from previously seen problems. New variables appear and existing variables disappear and the constraint function values can change as well as the
association between variables and constraint functions. Studying the impact of each
change on various algorithms and studying the ways to reuse the previous decisions
in order to expedite problem solving in these environments would be interesting. For
example, in Chapter 4, we process the constraint function by selecting and sorting
partial constraint function and such processed information can be reused effectively
when only a small part of the function changes.
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